
Intersection Theory on Tropicalizations of Toroidal Embeddings

Andreas Gross

We show how to equip the cone complexes of toroidal embeddings
with additional structure that allows to define a balancing condition for
weighted subcomplexes. We then proceed to develop the foundations of an
intersection theory on cone complexes including push-forwards, intersec-
tions with tropical divisors, and rational equivalence. These constructions
are shown to have an algebraic interpretation: Ulirsch’s tropicalizations
of subvarieties of toroidal embeddings carry natural multiplicities mak-
ing them tropical cycles, and the induced tropicalization map for cycles
respects push-forwards, intersections with boundary divisors, and ratio-
nal equivalence. As an application we prove a correspondence between
the genus 0 tropical descendant Gromov-Witten invariants introduced by
Markwig and Rau and the genus 0 logarithmic descendant Gromov-Witten
invariants of toric varieties.

1 Introduction

The process of tropicalizing subvarieties of algebraic tori over a field with trivial
valuation is at the heart of tropical geometry. Accordingly, a lot of work has been
done to understand the structure of tropicalizations and the ways in which they
reflect algebraic properties and constructions. The main idea of tropical geometry,
namely that of transforming algebraic geometry into discrete geometry, is based
on the result that the tropicalization of a subvariety Z ⊆ Gn

m is the support of a
purely dim(Z)-dimensional rational polyhedral fan in Rn [BG84]. It can be enriched
with the structure of what is known as a tropical cycle by defining multiplicities
on its maximal cones [Spe05, ST08]. The tropicalization tells us which torus orbits
are met by the closure of Z in a toric compactification of Gn

m [Tev07], and, in case
these intersections are proper and the compactification is smooth, the intersection
multiplicities [Kat09]. This relation between intersection theory on toric varieties
and tropical geometry has been extended by the development of tropical intersection
theory on Rn [AR10] which incorporates the intersection rings of all normal toric
compactifications of Gn

m [FS97, Rau08, Kat12]. Being able to intersect tropically
as well as algebraically, it makes sense to investigate in how far tropicalization
respects intersections [OP13, OR13] or other intersection theoretic constructions, as for
example push-forwards [ST08] ([BPR15, OP13] in the case of non-trivial valuations).

When we want to apply tropical intersection theory to describe intersections on
a non-toric variety X, we need to embed it into a toric variety. We then have to
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determine what it means for a cocycle on X to be represented by tropical data on the
tropicalization of the part X0 of X which is mapped to the big open torus. A widely
accepted notion of representation has been introduced by Eric Katz [Kat12], who
applied it for X equal to the moduli space of n-marked rational stable curves and X0
the open subset of irreducible curves to relate algebraic and tropical ψ-classes. In
[CMR14] it has been used in the case where X is the moduli space of relative stable
maps to P1 and X0 is the open subset corresponding to maps with irreducible domain
to show that the tropical and algebraic genus 0 relative descendant Gromov-Witten
invariants of P1 coincide. Another approach to obtain such correspondence theorems,
considered by the author in [Gro14], is to ignore the boundary of X and consider
tropicalizations of subvarieties of X0 of the form f−1

1 V1 ∩ · · · ∩ f−1
n Vn, where the fi

are maps to algebraic tori which can be extended to morphisms of algebraic tori, and
the Vi are generic in an appropriate sense. The main difficulty in both approaches is
to find appropriate embeddings into toric varieties of the objects under consideration,
and check that all maps between them can be extended to toric morphisms. On
the other hand, if X0 ⊆ X is a toroidal embedding, it automatically comes with a
combinatorial object, namely its associated cone complex Σ(X) [KKMSD73], and
subvarieties of X0 can be tropicalized to subsets of Σ(X) in a functorial way, that
is respecting toroidal morphisms [Uli13]. The objective of this paper is to develop
the foundations of an intersection theory on cone complexes which is compatible
with tropicalization, hence making the intersection theory on X accessible to tropical
methods without having to find an embedding into a toric variety.

This goal breaks down into two separate but related tasks. The first one is to
develop an intersection theory on what we will call weakly embedded extended cone
complexes. Our constructions and results which only need the finite part of these
compactified cone complexes extend the theory of Allermann and Rau. Constructions
involving compactifications of cone complexes have appeared before in the work
of Shaw [Sha11] and Meyer [Mey11]. In Shaw’s work, she mainly considers locally
matroidal tropical manifolds, which differs from our setup in that we do not consider
local charts, but instead a global projection of the complex. The work of Meyer treats
Kajiwara’s and Payne’s tropical toric varieties. These are the prototypical examples of
weakly embedded extended cone complexes, yet his definitions and constructions
vary significantly from ours.

The second task is to define tropicalizations of cycles on toroidal embeddings
and investigate the relation between algebraic and tropical intersection theory. The
underlying set of a tropicalization has already been defined in analogy to the toric case:
it is the image of a suitable subset of the analytification under the tropicalization map.
The precursor of the tropicalization map for a toroidal embedding X is the “ord”-map
X0
(
k
(
(t)
))
∩ X

(
k[[t]]

)
→ Σ(X) which already appeared in [KKMSD73]. This map

has been greatly extended by Thuillier [Thu07] who constructed a retraction of the
analytification Xi onto its skeleton, a polyhedral set which has a natural identification
with the extended cone complex Σ(X). An even more general framework has been
considered by Ulirsch [Uli13] who constructed functorial maps tropX : Xi → Σ(X)
for fine and saturated logarithmic schemes X. It was also Ulirsch who suggested
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to use these maps to define set-theoretical tropicalizations and showed that in the
toroidal case they have similar properties as in the toric case [Uli15]. What we do in
the present paper is to define multiplicities on these tropicalizations and to investigate
in how far the resulting tropicalization map for cycles preserves information about
the intersection theory of X.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we briefly recall basic facts
about cone complexes and their extensions. We will introduce the central tropical
objects of our theory, weakly embedded cone complexes. These are cone complexes
together with a continuous piecewise integral linear map into a vector space with
integral structure. We will also show how to naturally assign a weakly embedded
cone complex to a strict toroidal embedding and how the boundary of the toroidal
embedding is related to the boundary of the associated weakly embedded extended
complex. In section 3 we begin the development of an intersection theory on weakly
embedded extended cone complexes. We introduce Minkowski weights and tropical
cycles, the analogues of cocycles and cycles on toroidal embeddings. These can be
intersected with tropical Cartier divisors in two ways, one being analogous to the
cup-product of a cocycle with the first Chern class of a boundary divisor on a toroidal
embedding, the other to the proper intersection of a cycle with a boundary divisor.
Furthermore, we define a push-forward of tropical cycles for morphisms of weakly
embedded extended cone complexes. We also give a definition of rational equivalence
for tropical cycles and show that intersections with divisors and push-forwards pass
to the tropical Chow groups. In Section 4 we relate the intersection theory of a
toroidal embedding X to that of its weakly embedded extended cone complex Σ(X).
We start by tropicalizing cocycles on X. The results will be Minkowski weights on
Σ(X), that is weights on the cones of Σ(X) of appropriate dimension that satisfy the
so-called balancing condition. Afterwards, we will use this construction to tropicalize
cycles. We then prove that tropicalization respects push-forwards, intersections with
boundary divisors, and rational equivalence. Finally, in Section 5 we exemplify
how our methods can be applied to enumerative problems in algebraic and tropical
geometry. Our tropicalization procedure yields intrinsic tropicalizations of ψ-classes
on the moduli spaces of marked rational stable curves which we show to coincide
with the tropical ψ-classes of Mikhalkin [Mik07] and Kerber and Markwig [KM09].
Building on results of Ranganathan [Ran15] this leads to a correspondence between
the genus 0 tropical descendant Gromov-Witten invariants of Rn of Markwig and Rau
[MR09, Rau08] and the genus 0 logarithmic descendant Gromov-Witten invariants of
toric varieties.

Acknowledgments I would like to thank Andreas Gathmann for many helpful
discussions and especially for numerous comments and corrections on earlier drafts.
I have also benefited from several illuminating conversations with Martin Ulirsch.
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2 Cone Complexes and Toroidal Embeddings

The purpose of this section is to briefly recall the definitions of cone complexes and
extended cone complexes. We refer to [KKMSD73, Section II.1] and [ACP15, Section
2] for further details. We will also introduce weakly embedded cone complexes, the
main objects of study in the next section, and show how to obtain them from toroidal
embeddings.

2.1 Cone Complexes

An (integral) cone is a pair (σ, M) consisting of a topological space σ and a lattice M
of real-valued continuous functions on σ such that the product map σ→ Hom(M,R)
is a homeomorphism onto a strongly convex rational polyhedral cone. By abuse of
notation we usually just write σ for the cone (σ, M) and refer to M as Mσ. Further-
more, we will write Nσ = Hom(M,Z) so that σ is identified with a rational cone in
Nσ
R = Nσ ⊗Z R. We will also use the notation Mσ

+ for the semigroup of non-negative
functions in M, and Nσ

+ for σ∩Nσ. Giving an integral cone is equivalent to specifying
a lattice N and a full-dimensional strongly convex rational polyhedral cone in NR. A
subspace τ ⊆ σ is called a subcone of σ if the restrictions of the functions in Mσ to
τ make it a cone. Identifying σ with its image in Nσ

R, this is the case if and only if
τ itself is a rational polyhedral cone in Nσ

R. A morphism between two integral cones
σ and τ is a continuous map f : σ → τ such that m ◦ f ∈ Mσ for all m ∈ Mτ . The
product σ× τ of two cones σ and τ in the category of cones is given by the topological
space σ× τ, together with the functions

m + m′ : σ× τ → R, (x, y) 7→ m(x) + m′(y)

for m ∈ Mσ and m′ ∈ Mτ . The notation already suggests that we can identify
Mσ ⊕Mτ with Mσ×τ via the isomorphism (m, m′) 7→ m + m′.

An (integral) cone complex (Σ, |Σ|) consists of a topological space |Σ| and a finite set
Σ of integral cones which are closed subspaces of |Σ|, such that their union is |Σ|,
every face of a cone in Σ is in Σ again, and the intersection of two cones in Σ is a
union of common faces. A subset τ ⊆ |Σ| is called a subcone of Σ if there exists some
σ ∈ Σ such that τ is a subcone of σ. A morphism f : Σ → ∆ of cone complexes is a
continuous map |Σ| → |∆| such that for every σ ∈ Σ there exists δ ∈ ∆ such that
f (σ) ⊆ δ, and the restriction f |σ : σ→ δ is a morphism of cones.

A subdivision of a cone complex Σ is a cone complex Σ′ such that |Σ′| is a subspace
of |Σ| and every cone of Σ′ is a subcone of Σ. The subdivision is called proper if
|Σ′| = |Σ|.

The reason why the tropical intersection theory developed in [AR10] fails to gener-
alize to cone complexes is that when gluing two cones σ and σ′ along a common face,
there is no natural lattice containing both Nσ and Nσ′ , hence making it impossible
to speak about balancing. To remedy this we make the following definition that
interpolates between fans and cone complexes:
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Definition 2.1. A weakly embedded cone complex is a cone complex Σ, together with a
lattice NΣ, and a continuous map ϕΣ : |Σ| → NΣ

R which is integral linear on every
cone of Σ.

We recover the notion of fans by imposing the additional requirements that ϕΣ is
injective, and the lattices spanned by ϕΣ(Nσ

+) for σ ∈ Σ are saturated in NΣ. In this
case we also call Σ an embedded cone complex. On the other hand, the notion of
cone complexes is recovered by setting NΣ = 0.

Given a weakly embedded cone complex Σ we write MΣ = Hom(NΣ,Z) for the
dual of NΣ, and for σ ∈ Σ we write NΣ

σ for what is usually denoted by NΣ
ϕΣ(σ)

in toric

geometry, that is NΣ
σ = NΣ ∩ Span ϕΣ(σ). Furthermore, we will frequently abuse

notation and write ϕΣ for the induced morphisms Nσ → NΣ and Nσ
R → NΣ

R.
A morphism between two weakly embedded cone complexes Σ and ∆ is comprised

of a morphism Σ → ∆ of cone complexes and a morphism NΣ → N∆ of lattices
forming a commutative square with the weak embeddings.

Let Σ be a cone complex, and let τ ∈ Σ. For every σ ∈ Σ containing τ let σ/τ be the
image of σ in Nσ

R/Nτ
R. Whenever σ and σ′ are two cones containing τ such that σ′ is

a face of σ, the cone σ′/τ is a naturally identified with a face of σ/τ. Gluing the cones
σ/τ for τ � σ ∈ Σ along these face maps produces a new cone complex, the star
SΣ(τ) (or just S(τ) if Σ is clear) of Σ at τ. If Σ comes with a weak embedding, then
the star is naturally a weakly embedded complex again. Namely, for every cone σ of
Σ containing τ there is an induced integral linear map σ/τ → (NΣ/NΣ

τ )R =: NS(τ)
R ,

and these maps glue to give a continuous map ϕS(τ) : | S(τ)| → NS(τ)
R .

The product Σ× ∆ of two cone complexes Σ and ∆ in the category of cone com-
plexes is the cone complex with underlying space |Σ| × |∆| and cones σ× δ for σ ∈ Σ
and δ ∈ ∆. If both Σ and ∆ are weakly embedded, then their product in the category
of weakly embedded cone complexes is the product of the cone complexes together
with the weak embedding ϕΣ×∆ = ϕΣ × ϕ∆.

2.2 Extended Cone Complexes

In the image of an integral cone σ under its canonical embedding into Hom(Mσ,R)
are exactly those morphisms Mσ → R that are non-negative on Mσ

+. Therefore, σ is
canonically identified with the set Hom(Mσ

+,R≥0) of morphisms of monoids. This
identification motivates the definition of the extended cone σ = Hom(Mσ

+,R≥0) of σ,
where R≥0 = R≥0 ∪ {∞}, and the topology on σ is that of pointwise convergence.
The cone σ is an open dense subset of σ, and σ is compact by Tychonoff’s theorem. If
v ∈ σ is an element of this compactification, the sets {m ∈ Mσ

+ | 〈m, v〉 ∈ R≥0} and
{m ∈ Mσ

+ | 〈m, v〉 = 0} generate two faces of σ∨ = R≥0Mσ
+ ⊆ Mσ

R, and these are
dual to two comparable faces of σ. In this way we obtain a stratification of σ, the
stratum corresponding to a pair τ ⊇ τ′ of faces of σ being

F◦σ (τ, τ′) =

{
v ∈ σ

∣∣∣∣∣ 〈m, v〉 ∈ R≥0 ⇔ m ∈ (τ′)⊥ ∩Mσ
+,

〈m, v〉 = 0⇔ m ∈ τ⊥ ∩Mσ
+

}
.
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Denote by Fσ(τ, τ′) the subset of σ obtained by relaxing the second condition in the
definition of F◦σ (τ, τ′) and allowing the vanishing locus of v to be possibly larger than
τ⊥ ∩Mσ

+. Since (τ′)⊥ ∩Mσ is canonically identified with the dual lattice of Nσ/Nσ
τ′ ,

we can identify Fσ(τ, τ′) with the image τ/τ′ of τ in (Nσ/Nσ
τ′)R. This gives Fσ(τ, τ′)

the structure of an integral cone.
Every morphism f : τ → σ of cones induces a morphism f : τ → σ of extended

cones, and if f identifies τ with a face of σ, this extended morphism maps τ homeo-
morphically onto äτ′�τ Fσ(τ, τ′) = F(τ, 0). Every subset of σ occurring like this is
called an extended face of σ.

Given a cone complex Σ we can glue the extensions of its cones along their extended
faces according to the inclusion relation on Σ and obtain a compactification Σ of Σ,
which is called the extended cone complex associated to Σ. For a cone τ ∈ Σ, the
cones σ/τ = Fσ(σ, τ), where σ ∈ Σ with τ ⊆ σ, are glued in Σ exactly as in the
construction of S(τ), and therefore there is an identification of S(τ) with a locally
closed subset of Σ which extends naturally to an identification of the extended cone
complex S(τ) with a closed subset of Σ. With these identifications, we see that Σ is
stratified by the stars of Σ at its various cones.

For every morphism f : Σ→ ∆ between two cone complexes, there is an induced
map f : Σ → ∆, and we call any map arising that way a dominant morphism of
extended cone complexes. If both Σ and ∆ are weakly embedded we require f to
respect these embeddings. Whenever σ ∈ Σ, and δ ∈ ∆ is the minimal cone of
∆ containing f (σ), there is an induced morphism S f (σ) : SΣ(σ) → S∆(δ) of cone
complexes. It is easily checked that this describes f on the stratum SΣ(σ), that is that
the diagram

SΣ(σ) SΣ(σ) Σ

S∆(δ) S∆(δ) ∆

S f (σ) S f (σ) f

is commutative. If Σ and ∆ are weakly embedded, and f respects the weak embed-
dings, then so does S f (σ).

In general, we define a morphism of extended cone complexes between Σ and ∆ to be a
map Σ→ ∆ which factors through a dominant morphism to S∆(δ) for some δ ∈ ∆. If
Σ and ∆ are weakly embedded, we additionally require the dominant morphism to
respect the weak embeddings.

2.3 Toroidal Embeddings

Before we start with the development of an intersection theory on weakly embedded
cone complexes, we want to point out how to obtain them from toroidal embeddings
as this will be our primary source of motivation and intuition. A toroidal embedding
is pair (X0, X) consisting of a normal variety X and a dense open subset X0 ⊆ X
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such that the open immersion X0 → X formally locally looks like the inclusion of
an algebraic torus T into a T-toric variety. More precisely, this means that for every
closed point x ∈ X there exists an affine toric variety Z, a closed point z ∈ Z, and an
isomorphism ÔX,x ∼= ÔZ,z over the ground field k which identifies the ideal of X \ X0
with that of Z \ Z0, where Z0 denotes the open orbit of Z. A toroidal embedding
is called strict, if all components of X \ X0 are normal. In this paper, we will only
consider strict toroidal embeddings and therefore omit the "strict".

Every toroidal embedding X has a canonical stratification. If E1, . . . , En are the
components of X \ X0, then the strata are given by the connected components of the
sets ⋂

i∈I
Ei \

⋃
j/∈I

Ej,

where I is a subset of {1, . . . , n}.
The combinatorial open subset X(Y) of X associated to a stratum Y is the union of

all strata of X containing Y in their closure. This defines an open subset of X, as it is
constructible and closed under generalizations. Furthermore, the stratum Y defines
the following lattices, semigroups, and cones:

MY = {Cartier divisors on X(Y) supported on X(Y) \ X0}
NY = Hom(MY,Z)

MY
+ = {Effective Cartier divisors in MY}

NY
R ⊇ σY = (R≥0MY

+)
∨.

If X is unclear, we write MY(X), NY(X), and σY
X . Whenever a stratum Y is contained

in the closure of a stratum Y′ the morphism NY′ → NY induced by the restriction of
divisors maps injectively onto a saturated sublattice of NY and identifies σY′ with a
face of σY. Gluing along these identifications produces the cone complex Σ(X). We
refer to [KKMSD73, Section II.1] for details. In accordance with the toric case we will
write O(σ) for the stratum of X corresponding to a cone σ ∈ Σ(X). Its closure will
be denoted by V(σ), and we will abbreviate X(O(σ)) to X(σ).

Define MX = Γ(X0,O∗X)/k∗, and let NX = Hom(MX,Z) be its dual. For every
stratum Y of X we have a morphism

MX → MY, f 7→ div( f )|X(Y),

which induces an integral linear map σY → NX
R . Obviously, these maps glue to give a

continuous function ϕX : |Σ(X)| → NX
R which is integral linear on the cones of Σ(X).

In other words, we obtain a weakly embedded cone complex naturally associated to
X, which we again denote by Σ(X).

Example 2.2.
a) Let Σ be a fan in NR for some lattice N, and let X be the associated normal toric

variety. Let M = Hom(N,Z) be the dual of N and T = Spec k[M] the associated
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H1

H2

P2

R≥0e1

R≥0e2

ϕX

R

0

Σ(X)

Figure 1: The toroidal embedding P2 \ (H1 ∪ H2) ⊆ P2 and its weakly embedded
cone complex

algebraic torus. By definition, T ⊆ X is a toroidal embedding. The components
of the boundary X \ T are the T-invariant divisors Dρ corresponding to the rays
ρ ∈ Σ(1), and the strata of X are the T-orbits O(σ) corresponding to the cones
σ ∈ Σ. The combinatorial open subsets of X are precisely its T-invariant affine
opens. For every τ ∈ Σ the isomorphism

M/(M ∩ τ⊥)→ MO(τ), [m] 7→ div(χm),

where χm denotes the character associated to m, induces identifications of NO(τ)

with Nτ and σO(τ) with τ. After identifying M and MX via the isomorphism

M→ MX = Γ(T,O∗X)/k∗, m 7→ χm

we see that the image of σO(τ) in NR under ϕX is precisely τ. We conclude that
Σ(X) is an embedded cone complex, naturally isomorphic to Σ.

b) For a non-toric example consider X = P2 with open part X0 = X \ H1 ∪ H2,
where Hi = {xi = 0}. Since X is smooth, Σ(X) is naturally identified with the
orthant (R≥0)

2, whose rays R≥0e1 and R≥0e2 correspond to the divisors H1
and H2. The lattice MX is generated by x1

x2
, and using that generator to identify

MX with Z the weak embedding ϕX sends e1 to 1 and e2 to −1, as depicted in
Figure 1.

It follows directly from the definitions that whenever Y is a stratum of a toroidal
embedding X, the embedding Y ⊆ Y is toroidal again. In the following lemma we
compare the weakly embedded cone complex of Y with the star of Σ(X) at σY.

Lemma 2.3. Let X0 ⊆ X be a toroidal embedding, and let Y and Y′ be two strata of X
such that Y′ ⊆ Y. Then the sublattice MY′(X) ∩ (σY

X)
⊥ consists precisely of the divisors in

MY′(X) whose support does not contain Y. The natural restriction map

MY′(X) ∩ (σY
X)
⊥ → MY′(Y)

is an isomorphism identifying MY′
+ (X) ∩ (σY

X)
⊥ with MY′

+ (Y). Therefore, it induces an
isomorphism σY′

Y
'−→ σY′

X /σY
X of cones. These isomorphisms glue and give an identification
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of Σ(Y) with SΣ(X)(σ
Y
X). Furthermore, there is a natural morphism NΣ(Y) → NSΣ(X)(σ

Y
X)

respecting the weak embeddings.

Proof. Let D1, . . . , Ds be the boundary divisors containing Y′, and assume that they
are labeled such that D1, . . . , Dr are the ones containing Y. Let ui be the primitive
generator of the ray σDi . For a Cartier divisor D = ∑i aiDi ∈ MY′(X) we have
〈D, ui〉 = ai by [KKMSD73, p. 63]. It follows that MY′(X) ∩ (σY)⊥ contains exactly
those divisors of MY′(X) with a1 = · · · = ar = 0, which are precisely those whose
support does not contain Y. These divisors can be restricted to the combinatorial
open subset Y(Y′) of Y, yielding divisors in MY′(Y). To show that the restriction map
is an isomorphism we may reduce to the toric case by choosing a local toric model at
a closed point of Y and using [KKMSD73, II, §1, Lemma 1]. So assume X = Uσ is an
affine toric variety defined by a cone σ ⊂ NR in a lattice N, the stratum Y′ = O(σ)
is the closed orbit, and Y = O(τ) for a face τ ≺ σ. Further reducing to the case in
which X has no torus factors we may assume that σ is full-dimensional. Let M be the
dual of N. The isomorphism

M→ MY′(X), m 7→ div(χm),

where χm is the character associated to m, induces a commutative diagram

M M ∩ τ⊥

MY′(X) MY′(X) ∩ (σY)⊥ MY′(Y)

⊇

⊇

∼= ∼=

It is well known that the character lattice of the open torus embedded in the toric
variety Y can be naturally identified with M ∩ τ⊥. With this identification, the
upper right morphism in the diagram sends a character in M ∩ τ⊥ to its associated
principal divisor. Thus, it is an isomorphism which implies that the restriction map
MY′(X) ∩ (σY)⊥ → MY′(Y) is an isomorphism as well. Both MY′

+ (X) ∩ (σY
X)
⊥ and

MY′
+ (Y) correspond to M ∩ τ⊥ ∩ σ∨, hence they get identified by the restriction map.

Dualization induces an isomorphism of the dual cone σY′
Y

of MY′
+ (Y) and the dual

cone σY′
X /σY

X of MY
+(X)∩ (σY

X)
⊥. If Y′′ is a third stratum of X such that Y′′ ⊆ Y′, then

the diagram

MY′′(X) ∩ (σY
X)
⊥ MY′′(Y)

MY′(X) ∩ (σY
X)
⊥ MY′(Y)

is commutative because all maps involved are restrictions to open or closed sub-
schemes. It follows that the isomorphisms of cones glue to an isomorphism Σ(Y) ∼=
SΣ(X)(σ

Y
X). To see that this isomorphism respects the weak embeddings, note that
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MSΣ(X)(σ
Y
X) is equal to the sublattice (NX

σY
X
)⊥ of MX by definition. It consists exactly of

those rational functions that are invertible on X(Y). Hence, they can be restricted to
Y, giving a morphism

MSΣ(X)(σ
Y
X) → MY.

For any rational function f on X that is invertible on Y we have div( f |Y) = div( f )|Y.
It follows directly from this equality that the identification Σ(Y) → SΣ(X)(σ

Y
X) is in

fact a morphism of weakly embedded cone complexes.

A dominant toroidal morphism between two toroidal embeddings X and Y is a
dominant morphism X → Y of varieties which can be described by toric morphisms in
local toric models (see [AK00] for details). A dominant toroidal morphism f : X → Y
induces a dominant morphism Trop( f ) : Σ(X)→ Σ(Y) of extended cone complexes.
The restrictions of Trop( f ) to the cones of Σ(X) are dual to pulling back Cartier
divisors. From this we easily see that Trop( f ) can be considered as a morphism
of weakly embedded extended cone complexes by adding to it the data of the
linear map NX → NY dual to the pullback Γ(Y0,O∗Y) → Γ(X0,O∗X). We call a

morphism f : X → Y toroidal if it factors as X
f ′−→ V(σ)

i−→ Y, where f ′ is dominant
toroidal, and σ ∈ Σ(Y). By Lemma 2.3 the closed immersion i induces a morphism
Trop(i) : Σ(V(σ)) → Σ(Y) of weakly embedded extended cone complexes, namely
the composite of the canonical morphism Σ(V(σ)) → SΣ(Y)(σ) and the inclusion
of SΣ(Y)(σ) in Σ(Y). Thus we can define Trop( f ) : Σ(X) → Σ(Y) as the composite
Trop(i) ◦ Trop( f ′).

A special class of toroidal morphisms is given by toroidal modifications. They are the
analogues of the toric morphisms resulting from refinements of fans in toric geometry.
For every subdivision Σ′ of the cone complex Σ of a toroidal embedding X there is a
unique toroidal modification X×Σ Σ′ → X whose tropicalization is the subdivision
Σ′ → Σ [KKMSD73]. This modification maps (X ×Σ Σ′)0 isomorphically onto X0.
Modifications are compatible with toroidal morphisms in the sense that if f : X → Y
is dominant toroidal, and Σ′ and ∆′ are subdivisions of Σ(X) and Σ(Y), respectively,
such that Trop( f ) induces a morphisms Σ′ → ∆′, then f lifts to a toroidal morphism
f ′ : X×Σ(X) Σ′ → Y×Σ(Y) ∆ [AK00, Lemma 1.11].

Remark 2.4. Our usage of the term toroidal morphism is non-standard. Non-dominant
toroidal morphisms in our sense are called subtoroidal in [ACP15]. The notation for
toroidal modifications is due to Kazuya Kato [Kat94] and is not as abusive as it may
seem [GR14, Prop. 9.6.14].

3 Intersection Theory on Weakly Embedded Cone Complexes

In what follows we will develop the foundations of a tropical intersection theory on
weakly embedded cone complexes. Our constructions are motivated by the relation of
algebraic and tropical intersection theory as well as by the well-known constructions
for the embedded case studied in [AR10]. In fact, those of our constructions that
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work primarily in the finite part of the cone complex are natural generalizations of
the corresponding constructions for embedded complexes. Intersection theoretical
constructions involving boundary components at infinity have been studied in the
setup of tropical manifolds [Mik06, Sha11] and for Kajiwara’s and Payne’s tropical
toric varieties [Mey11]. The latter is closer to our setup, yet definitions and proofs
vary significantly from ours.

3.1 Minkowski Weights, Tropical Cycles, and Tropical Divisors

For the definitions of Minkowski weights and tropical cycles we need the notion
of lattice normal vectors. Let τ be a codimension 1 face of a cone σ of a weakly
embedded cone complex Σ. We denote by uσ/τ the image under the morphism

Nσ/Nτ → NΣ/NΣ
τ

induced by the weak embedding of the generator of Nσ/Nτ which is contained in
the image of σ ∩ Nσ under the projection Nσ → Nσ/Nτ , and call it the lattice normal
vector of σ relative to τ. Note that lattice normal vectors may be equal to 0.

Definition 3.1. Let Σ be a weakly embedded cone complex. A k-dimensional Minkowski
weight on Σ is a map c : Σ(k) → Z from the k-dimensional cones of Σ to the integers
such that it satisfies the balancing condition around every (k− 1)-dimensional cone
τ ∈ Σ: if σ1, . . . , σn are the k-dimensional cones containing τ, then

n

∑
i=1

c(σi)uσi/τ = 0 in NΣ/NΣ
τ .

The k-dimensional Minkowski weights naturally form an abelian group, which we
denote by Mk(Σ).

We define the group of tropical k-cycles on Σ by Zk(Σ) = lim−→Mk(Σ′), where Σ′ runs
over all proper subdivisions of Σ. If c is a k-dimensional Minkowski weight on a
proper subdivision of Σ, we denote by [c] its image in Zk(Σ). The group of tropical
k-cycles on the extended complex Σ is defined by Zk(Σ) =

⊕
σ∈Σ Zk(S(σ)). We will

write M∗(Σ) =
⊕

k Mk(Σ) for the graded group of Minkowski weights, and similarly
Z∗(Σ) and Z∗(Σ) for the graded groups of tropical cycles on Σ and Σ, respectively.

The support |A| of a cycle A = [c] ∈ Zk(Σ) is the union of all k-dimensional cones
on which c has non-zero weight. This is easily seen to be independent of the choice
of c.

Remark 3.2. In the definition of cycles we implicitly used that a proper subdivision
Σ′ of a weakly embedded cone complex Σ induces a morphism Mk(Σ) → Mk(Σ′).
The definition of this morphism is clear, yet a small argument is needed to show that
balancing is preserved. But this can be seen similarly as in the embedded case [AR10,
Lemma 2.11].

Remark 3.3. Minkowski weights are meant as the analogues of cocycles on toroidal
embeddings, whereas tropical cycles are the analogues of cycles. To see the analogy
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consider the toric case. There, the cohomology group of a normal toric variety X
corresponding to a fan Σ is canonically isomorphic to the group of Minkowski weights
on Σ [FS97]. On the other hand, for a subvariety Z of X this isomorphism cannot be
used to assign a Minkowski weight to the cycle [Z] unless X is smooth. In general,
we first have to take a proper transform of Z to a smooth toric modification of X, and
therefore only obtain a Minkowski weight up to refinements of fans, i.e. a tropical
cycle. That this tropical cycle is well-defined has been shown e.g. in [ST08, Kat09].

Example 3.4. Consider the weakly embedded cone complex from Example 2.2b) and
let us denote it by Σ. Let σ be its maximal cone, and ρ1 = R≥0e1 and ρ2 = R≥0e2 its
two rays. The two lattice normal vectors uσ/ρ1 and uσ/ρ2 are equal to 0. Therefore,
the balancing condition for 2-dimensional Minkowski weights is trivial and we have
M2(Σ) = Z. In dimension 1, we have uρ1/0 = 1 and uρ2/0 = −1. Hence, every
balanced 1-dimensional weight must have equal weights on the two rays, which
implies M1(Σ) = Z. In dimension 0 there is, of course, no balancing to check and we
have M0(Σ) = Z as well.

Cocycles on a toroidal embedding can be pulled back to closures of strata in its
boundary. This works for Minkowski weights as well:

Construction 3.5 (Pullbacks of Minkowski weights). Let Σ be a weakly embedded
cone complex, and let γ be a cone of Σ. Whenever we are given an inclusion τ � σ of
two cones of Σ which contain γ, we obtain an inclusion τ/γ � σ/γ of cones in S(γ) of
the same codimension. By construction, the restriction of the weak embedding ϕS(γ)

to σ/γ is equal to the map σ/γ→ (NΣ/NΣ
γ )R = NS(γ)

R induced by ϕΣ. It follows that

there is a natural isomorphism NΣ/NΣ
τ

∼=−→ NS(γ)/NS(γ)
τ/γ . Since Nσ/γ = Nσ/Nγ by

construction, we also have a canonical isomorphism Nσ/Nτ
∼=−→ Nσ/γ/Nτ/γ. These

isomorphisms fit into a commutative diagram

Nσ/Nτ NΣ/NΣ
τ

Nσ/γ/Nτ/γ NS(γ)/NS(γ)
τ/γ .

∼= ∼=

If τ has codimension 1 in σ, we see that the image of the lattice normal vector uσ/τ

in NS(γ)/NS(γ)
τ/γ is the lattice normal vector u(σ/γ)/(τ/γ). Now suppose we are given

a Minkowski weight c ∈ Mk(Σ) with k ≥ dim γ. It follows immediately from the
considerations above that the induced weight on S(γ) assigning c(σ) to σ/γ for
σ ∈ Σ(k) with γ � σ satisfies the balancing condition. Hence it defines a Minkowski
weight in Mk−dim γ(S(γ)). If i : S(γ) → Σ is the inclusion map, we denote it by i∗c.
In case k < dim γ we set i∗c = 0. ♦

Definition 3.6. Let Σ be a weakly embedded cone complex. A Cartier divisor on Σ
is a continuous function ψ : |Σ| → R which is integral linear on all cones of Σ. We
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denote the group of Cartier divisors by Div(Σ). A Cartier divisor ψ is said to be
combinatorially principal (cp for short) if ψ is induced by a function in MΣ on each
cone. The subgroup of Div(Σ) consisting of cp-divisors is denoted by CP(Σ). Two
divisors are called linearly equivalent if their difference is induced by a function in
MΣ. We denote by ClCP(Σ) the group of cp-divisors modulo linear equivalence.

Remark 3.7. Note that our usage of the term Cartier divisors is non-standard. Usually,
piecewise integral linear functions on Rn, or more generally embedded cone com-
plexes, are called rational functions because they arise naturally as “quotients”, that
is differences, of tropical “polynomials”, that is functions of the form Rn → R, x 7→
min{〈m, x〉 | m ∈ ∆} for some finite set ∆ ⊆ Zn. As we lack the embedding, we
chose a different analogy: Assuming that the cone complex Σ comes from a toroidal
embedding X, integer linear functions on a cone σ correspond to divisors on X(σ)
supported on X(σ) \ X0. Since the cones in Σ and the combinatorial open subsets
of X are glued accordingly, this induces a correspondence between Div(Σ) and the
group of Cartier divisors on X supported away from X0. Unlike in the toric case, a
Cartier divisor on a combinatorial open subset X(σ) supported away from X0 does
not need to be principal. In case it is, it is defined by a rational function in Γ(X0,O∗X).
This means that the associated linear function on σ is the pullback of a function in
MX , explaining the terminology combinatorially principal. Finally, linear equivalence
is defined precisely in such a way that two divisors are linearly equivalent if and only
if their associated divisors on X are.

The functorial behavior of tropical Cartier divisors is as one would expect from
algebraic geometry. They can be pulled back along dominant morphisms of weakly
embedded extended cone complexes, and along arbitrary morphisms if passing
to linear equivalence. In the latter case, however, we need to restrict ourselves to
cp-divisors.

Construction 3.8 (Pullbacks of Cartier divisors). Let f : Σ → ∆ be a morphism
of weakly embedded extended cone complexes, and let ψ be a divisor on ∆. If
f is dominant, then it follows directly from the definitions that f ∗ψ = ψ ◦ f is a
divisor on Σ. We call it the pull-back of ψ along f . Moreover, if ψ is combinatorially
principal, then so is f ∗ψ. The map f ∗ : CP(∆) → CP(Σ) clearly is a morphism of
abelian groups, and it preserves linear equivalence. Therefore, it induces a morphism
ClCP(∆)→ ClCP(Σ) which we again denote by f ∗. If f is arbitrary, it factors uniquely

as Σ
f ′−→ S∆(δ)

i−→ ∆, where δ ∈ ∆, f ′ is dominant, and i is the inclusion map. Hence,
to define a pullback f ∗ : ClCP(∆) → ClCP(Σ) it suffices to construct pullbacks of
divisor classes on ∆ to S∆(δ). So let ψ be a cp-divisor on ∆. Choose ψδ ∈ M∆ such
that ψ|δ = ψδ ◦ ϕ∆|δ, and denote ψ′ = ψ− ψδ ◦ ϕ∆. Then ψ′|δ = 0 and thus for every
σ ∈ ∆ with δ � σ there is an induced integral linear map ψ′σ : σ/δ→ R. These maps
patch together to a cp-divisor ψ

′ on S∆(δ). Clearly, ψ′ depends on the choice of ψδ, but
different choices produce linearly equivalent divisors. Thus, we obtain a well-defined
element i∗ψ ∈ ClCP(S∆(δ)). By construction, divisors linearly equivalent to 0 are in
the kernel of i∗, so there is an induced morphism ClCP(∆)→ ClCP(S∆(δ)) which we
again denote by i∗. Finally, we define the pullback along f by f ∗ := ( f ′)∗ ◦ i∗. ♦
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3.2 Push-forwards

Now we want to construct push-forwards of tropical cycles. To do so we need to
know that cone complexes allow sufficiently fine proper subdivisions with respect to
given subcones.

Lemma 3.9. Let Σ be a cone complex and A a finite set of subcones of Σ. Then there exists a
proper subdivision Σ′ of Σ such that every cone in A is a union of cones in Σ′.

Proof. If Σ is a fan in NR for some lattice N, it is well-known how to obtain a
suitable subdivision. Namely, we choose linear inequalities for every τ ∈ A and
intersect the cones in Σ with the half-spaces defined by these inequalities. In the
general case we may assume that Σ is strictly simplicial by choosing a proper strictly
simplicial subdivision Σ′ and intersecting all cones in A with the cones in Σ′. Let
ϕ : |Σ| → R

Σ(1) be the weak embedding sending the primitive generator of a ray
ρ ∈ Σ(1) to the generator eρ of RΣ(1) corresponding to ρ. Let ∆ be a complete fan

in RΣ(1) such that ϕ(σ) is a union of cones of ∆ for every σ ∈ Σ ∪ A. We define
Σ′ as the proper subdivision of Σ consisting of the cones ϕ−1δ ∩ σ for δ ∈ ∆ and
σ ∈ Σ and claim that it satisfies the desired property. Let τ ∈ A, and let σ ∈ Σ
be a cone containing it. Then by construction there exist cones δ1, . . . , δk of ∆ such
that ϕ(τ) =

⋃
i δi. Each δi is in the image of σ, hence ϕ(ϕ−1δi ∩ σ) = δi. With this

it follows that ϕ(τ) = ϕ
(⋃

i(ϕ−1δi ∩ σ)
)
, and hence that τ is a union of cones in Σ′

since ϕ is injective on σ by construction.

Construction 3.10 (Push-forwards). Let f : Σ→ ∆ be a morphism of weakly embed-
ded extended cone complexes, and let A ∈ Zk(Σ) be a tropical cycle. We construct
a push-forward f∗A ∈ Zk(∆) similarly as in the embedded case [GKM09]. First
suppose that f is dominant, and that A is represented by a Minkowski weight c on a
proper subdivision Σ′ of Σ. We further reduce to the case where the images of cones
in Σ′ are cones in ∆: for every σ′ ∈ Σ′ the image f (σ′) is a subcone of ∆. By Lemma
3.9 we can find a proper subdivision ∆′ of ∆ such that each of these subcones is union
of cones of ∆′. The cones σ′ ∩ f−1δ′ for σ′ ∈ Σ′ and δ′ ∈ ∆′ form a proper subdivision
Σ′′ of Σ′, and standard arguments show that f (σ′′) ∈ ∆′ for all σ′′ ∈ Σ′′. As c induces
a Minkowski weight on Σ′′, and Minkowski weights on ∆′ define tropical cycles on ∆
we assume Σ = Σ′′ and ∆ = ∆′ and continue to construct a Minkowski weight f∗c on
∆. For a k-dimensional cone δ ∈ ∆ we define

f∗c(δ) = ∑
σ 7→δ

[Nδ : f (Nσ)]c(σ),

where the sum is over all k-dimensional cones of Σ with image equal to δ. A slight
modification of the argument for the embedded case [GKM09, Prop. 2.25] shows that
f∗c is balanced. We define the cycle f∗A ∈ Zk(∆) as the tropical cycle defined by
f∗c. This definition is independent of the choices of subdivisions, as can be seen as
follows. The support of f∗c is equal to the union of the images of the k-dimensional
cones contained in |A| on which f is injective, hence independent of all choices. Let
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us denote it by | f∗A|. Outside a (k − 1)-dimensional subset of | f∗A|, namely the
image of the union of all cones of Σ of dimension less or equal to k whose image has
dimension strictly less than k, every point of | f∗A| has finitely many preimages in
|A|, and they all lie in the relative interiors of k-dimensional cones of Σ on which f
is injective. Thus, locally, the number of summands occurring in the definition of
f∗c does not depend on the chosen subdivisions. Since the occurring lattice indices
are local in the same sense, the independence of f∗A of all choices follows. It is
immediate from the construction that pushing forward is linear in A.

Now suppose that f is arbitrary, and A is contained in Zk(SΣ(σ)) for some σ ∈ Σ.
The restriction f |SΣ(σ)

defines a dominant morphism to S∆(δ) for some δ ∈ ∆. Using
the construction for the dominant case we define

f∗A :=
(

f |SΣ(σ)

)
∗

A ∈ Zk(S∆(δ)) ⊆ Zk(∆)

and call it the push-forward of A. Extending by linearity the push-forward defines a
graded morphism f∗ : Z∗(Σ)→ Z∗(∆). ♦

Proposition 3.11. Let f : Σ→ ∆ and g : ∆→ Θ be morphisms of weakly embedded extended
cone complexes. Then

(g ◦ f )∗ = g∗ ◦ f∗.

Proof. By construction it suffices to prove that if f and g are dominant, and A ∈ Zk(Σ),
then (g ◦ f )∗A = g∗( f∗A). But this works analogously to the embedded case [Rau09,
Remark 1.3.9].

3.3 Intersecting with Divisors

Next we construct an intersection product ψ · A for a divisor ψ and a tropical cycle
A ∈ Zk(Σ). Note that when Σ = Σ(X) for a toroidal embedding X, the divisor ψ
corresponds to a Cartier divisor D on X supported away from X0. We can only expect
an intersection product D · Z with a subvariety Z of X to be defined without passing
to rational equivalence if Z intersects X0 non-trivially. In the tropical world this is
reflected by the requirement of A living in the finite part of Σ.

Construction 3.12 (Tropical intersection products). Let Σ be a weakly embedded cone
complex, A ∈ Zk(Σ) a tropical cycle, and ψ a Cartier divisor on Σ. We construct the
intersection product ψ · A ∈ Zk−1(Σ). First suppose that A is defined by a Minkowski
weight c ∈ Mk(Σ). Writing iρ : S(ρ)→ Σ for the inclusion map for all rays ρ ∈ Σ(1),
we define

ψ · A = ∑
ρ∈Σ(1)

ψ(uρ)[i∗ρc] ∈ Zk−1(Σ),

where uρ is the primitive generator of ρ.
In general, A is represented by a Minkowski weight on a proper subdivision Σ′ of

Σ. Let f : Σ′ → Σ be the morphism of weakly embedded extended cone complexes
induced by the subdivision. Then we define

ψ · A = f∗(ψ ·Σ′ A),
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where ψ ·Σ′ A denotes the cycle in Zk−1(Σ
′
) constructed above.

To verify that this is independent of the choice of Σ′ it suffices to prove that in case
A is already represented by a Minkowski weight on Σ, this gives the same definition
as before. Let c′ ∈ Mk(Σ′) and c ∈ Mk(Σ) be the Minkowski weights representing
A. For a ray ρ ∈ Σ, which is automatically a ray in Σ′, it is not hard to see that the
complex SΣ′(ρ) is a proper subdivision of SΣ(ρ). Writing i′ρ : SΣ′(ρ) → Σ′ for the
inclusion we see that f∗[(i′ρ)∗c′] = [i∗ρc]. For a ray ρ′ ∈ Σ′ \ Σ there exists a minimal
cone τ ∈ Σ containing it, which has dimension at least 2. Every k-dimensional cone
σ′ ∈ Σ′ containing ρ′ with c′(σ′) 6= 0 is contained in a k-dimensional cone σ ∈ Σ. Then
τ must be a face of σ and hence the image of σ′/ρ′ ⊆ SΣ′(ρ

′) in SΣ(τ) has dimension
at most dim(σ/τ), which is strictly less than k. This shows that f∗[(i′ρ′)

∗c′] = 0 and
finishes the prove of the independence of choices. ♦

Remark 3.13. In the construction of ψ · A for general A, represented by a Minkowski
weight c on the proper subdivision Σ′ of Σ, we can compute the contributions of the
weights on the cones of Σ′ explicitly. Assume that σ′ is a k-dimensional cone of Σ′ and
we want to determine its contribution to the component of ψ · A in SΣ(τ) for some
τ ∈ Σ. We can only have such a contribution if σ′ has a ray ρ ∈ σ′(1) intersecting the
relative interior of τ. In this case, let δ ∈ Σ be the smallest cone of Σ containing σ′. As
σ′ ∩ relint(τ) 6= ∅ we must have τ � δ. The image of σ′/ρ ⊆ SΣ′(ρ) in δ/τ ⊆ SΣ(τ) is
the image of σ′ under the canonical projection δ→ δ/τ. This is (k− 1)-dimensional if
and only if the sublattice Nσ′ ∩ Nτ of Nδ has rank 1. In this case, we have σ′ ∩ τ = ρ,
and the contribution of σ′ to the component of ψ · A in SΣ(τ) is the cone (σ′ + τ)/τ
with weight

ψ(uρ) index
(

Nτ + Nσ′
)

c(σ′),

where uρ is the primitive generator of ρ, and the occurring index is the index of
Nτ + Nσ′ in its saturation in Nδ.

We see that σ′ contributes exactly to those boundary components of ψ · A which
we would expect from topology. This is because “the part at infinity” σ′ \ σ′ of
σ′ in Σ intersects SΣ(τ) if and only if relint(τ) ∩ σ′ 6= ∅, and the intersection is
(k− 1)-dimensional if and only if Nσ′ ∩ Nτ has rank 1.

As mentioned earlier, Minkowski weights on the cone complex Σ(X) of a toroidal
embedding X correspond to cocycles on X. For an (algebraic) Cartier divisor D on
X supported away from X0 and a cocycle c in A∗(X) the natural “intersection” is
the cup product c1(OX(D)) ∪ c. It turns out that we can describe the associated
Minkowski weight of the product by a tropical cup product in case the associated
tropical divisor of D is combinatorially principal (cf. Proposition 4.13).

Construction 3.14 (Tropical cup products). Let Σ be a weakly embedded cone com-
plex, c ∈ Mk(Σ) a Minkowski weight, and ψ a cp-divisor on Σ. We construct a
Minkowski weight ψ ∪ c ∈ Mk−1(Σ). For every σ ∈ Σ choose an integral linear
function ψσ ∈ MΣ such that ψσ ◦ ϕΣ|σ = ψ|σ. Note that ψσ is not uniquely defined
by this property, but its restriction ψσ|NΣ

σ
is. Whenever we have an inclusion τ � σ
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of cones of Σ, the function ψσ − ψτ vanishes on NΣ
τ and hence defines a morphism

NΣ/NΣ
τ → Z. Therefore, we can define a weight on the (k− 1)-dimensional cones of

Σ by
ψ ∪ c : τ 7→ ∑

σ:τ≺σ

(ψσ − ψτ)(c(σ)uσ/τ),

where the sum is taken over all k-dimensional cones of Σ containing τ. The balancing
condition for c ensures that this weight is independent of the choices involved. It has
been proven in [AR10, Prop. 3.7a] for the embedded case that ψ ∪ c is a Minkowski
weight again, and a slight modification of the proof in loc. cit. works in our setting as
well.

The cup-product can be extended to apply to tropical cycles as well. For A ∈ Zk(Σ)
there is a subdivision Σ′ of Σ such that A is represented by a Minkowski weight
c ∈ Mk(Σ′). It is easy to see that the tropical cycle [ψ ∪ c] does not depend on the
choice of Σ′. Thus, we can define ψ ∪ A := [ψ ∪ c]. For details we again refer to
[AR10].

It is immediate from the definition that the cup-product is independent of the
linear equivalence class of the divisor. Therefore, we obtain a pairing

ClCP(Σ)× Z∗(Σ)→ Z∗(Σ),

which is easily seen to be bilinear. It can be extended to include tropical cycles in the
boundary of Σ. Let τ ∈ Σ, and denote the inclusion i : S(τ)→ Σ by i. For a tropical
cycle A ∈ SΣ(τ) and a divisor class ψ ∈ ClCP(Σ) we define ψ ∪ A := i∗ψ ∪ A. In this
way we obtain a bilinear map

ClCP(Σ)× Z∗(Σ)→ Z∗(Σ). ♦

In algebraic geometry, intersecting a cycle with multiple Cartier divisors does not
depend on the order of the divisors. We would like to prove an analogous result
for tropical intersection products on cone complexes. However, to define multiple
intersections we need rational equivalence, which we will only introduce in Definition
3.18. For cup-products on the other hand there is no problem in defining multiple
intersections and they do, in fact, not depend on the order of the divisors:

Proposition 3.15. Let Σ be a weakly embedded cone complex, A ∈ Z∗(Σ) a tropical cycle,
and ψ, χ ∈ CP(Σ) two cp-divisors. Then we have

ψ ∪ (χ ∪ A) = χ ∪ (ψ ∪ A).

Proof. This can be proven similarly as in the embedded case [AR10, Prop. 3.7].

Next we will consider the projection formula for weakly embedded cone complexes.
We will prove two versions, one for “·”-products and one for “∪”-products.

Proposition 3.16. Let f : Σ→ ∆ be a morphism between weakly embedded cone complexes.

a) If f is dominant, A ∈ Z∗(Σ), and ψ is a divisor on ∆, then

f∗( f ∗ψ · A) = ψ · f∗A.
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b) For ψ ∈ ClCP(∆) and A ∈ Z∗(Σ) we have

f∗( f ∗ψ ∪ A) = ψ ∪ f∗A.

Proof. In both cases both sides of the equality we wish to prove are linear in A.
Therefore, we may assume that A is a k-dimensional tropical cycle. For part a) choose
proper subdivisions Σ′ and ∆′ of Σ and ∆, respectively, such that A is defined by a
Minkowski weight c ∈ Mk(Σ′) and f maps cones of Σ′ onto cones of ∆′. Consider
the commutative diagram

Σ′ ∆′

Σ ∆.

f ′

f
p q

By construction of the intersection product, we have f ∗ψ · A = p∗[ f ∗ψ · c], where we
identify f ∗ψ with p∗( f ∗ψ). Therefore, we have

f∗( f ∗ψ · A) = ( f ◦ p)∗[ f ∗ψ · c] = q∗
(

f ′∗[ f ∗ψ · c]
)
.

On the other hand, by construction of push-forward and intersection product, we
have

ψ · f∗A = q∗[ψ · f ′∗c].

This reduces the proof to the case where images of cones in Σ are cones in ∆, and
A is represented by a Minkowski weight c ∈ Mk(Σ). Let ρ ∈ ∆ be a ray and δ ∈ ∆
a k-dimensional cone containing it. Every cone σ ∈ Σ mapping injectively onto δ
contains exactly one ray ρ′ mapping onto ρ. The contribution of the cone σ in f∗(i∗ρ′c),

where iρ′ : SΣ(ρ
′)→ Σ is the inclusion, is a weight [Nδ/ρ : f (Nσ/ρ′)]c(σ) on the cone

δ/ρ. The lattice index is equal to

[Nδ/ρ : f (Nσ/ρ′)] = [Nδ/Nρ : ( f (Nσ) + Nρ)/Nρ] = [Nδ : f (Nσ)]/[Nρ : f (Nρ′)].

The index [Nρ : f (Nρ′)] is also defined by the fact that f (uρ′) = [Nρ : f (Nρ′)]uρ,
where uρ and uρ′ denote the primitive generators of ρ and ρ′, respectively. Combined,
we see that the weight of the component of f∗( f ∗ψ · c) in S∆(ρ) at δ/ρ is equal to

∑
ρ′ 7→ρ

∑
ρ′≺σ,
σ 7→δ

ψ( f (uρ′))[N
δ : f (Nσ)]/[Nρ : f (Nρ′)]c(σ) = ψ(uρ) ∑

σ 7→δ

[Nδ : f (Nσ)]c(δ),

which is precisely the multiplicity of ψ · f∗c at δ/ρ. Because the S∆(δ)-component is 0
for both sides of the projection formula if δ is not a ray, we have proven part a).

For part b) we may reduce to the case that f is dominant and A ∈ Zk(Σ). It also
suffices to prove the equation for divisors instead of divisor classes. Analogous to
part a) we then reduce to the case where A is given by a Minkowski weight on Σ,
and images of cones of Σ are cones of ∆. In this case, a slight variation of the proof of
the projection formula for embedded complexes [AR10, Prop. 4.8] applies.
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Proposition 3.17. Let Σ be a weakly embedded cone complex.

a) For every Minkowski weight c ∈ Mk(Σ), cp-divisor ψ ∈ CP(Σ), and cone τ ∈ Σ we
have

i∗(ψ ∪ c) = i∗ψ ∪ i∗c,

where i : S(τ)→ Σ denotes the inclusion map.

b) If A ∈ Z∗(Σ), χ ∈ Div(Σ), and ψ ∈ ClCP(Σ), then

ψ ∪ (χ · A) = χ · (ψ ∪ A).

Proof. We begin with part a). If dim(τ) ≥ k, then both sides of the equation are equal
to 0. So assume dim(τ) < k. Let σ ∈ Σ be a (k− 1)-dimensional cone containing
τ, and let γ1, . . . , γl be the k-dimensional cones of Σ containing σ. To compute the
weights of the two sides of the equation at σ/τ, we may assume that ψ vanishes
on σ. Let ψi ∈ MΣ be linear functions such that ψi ◦ ϕΣ|γi = ψ|γi . Then if v1, . . . , vl
are representatives in NΣ of the lattice normal vectors uγ1/σ, . . . , uγl/σ, the weight of
ψ ∪ c at σ, and hence the weight of i∗(ψ ∪ c) at σ/τ, is given by

l

∑
i=1

ψi(vi)c(γi).

Since ψ vanishes on σ, each ψi vanishes on NΣ
τ . Thus for every i we have an induced

map ψi ∈ Hom(NΣ/NΣ
τ ,Z) = MS(τ). By construction of the pullbacks of divisors,

these functions define i∗ψ around σ/τ. We saw in Construction 3.5 that the lattice
normal vectors u(γi/τ)/(σ/τ) are the images of the lattice normal vectors uγi/σ under

the quotient map NΣ/NΣ
τ → NS(τ)/NS(τ)

σ/τ . This implies that the image vi of vi under
the quotient map NΣ → NS(τ) represents u(γi/τ)/(σ/τ). Hence, the weight of i∗ψ ∪ i∗c
at σ/τ is

l

∑
i=1

ψi(vi)i∗c(γi/τ) =
l

∑
i=1

ψi(vi)c(γi),

proving the desired equality.
For part b) we my assume that A is pure-dimensional. We first treat the case

in which it is given by a Minkowski weight c on Σ. Using the definition of the
intersection product and the bilinearity of the cup-product we get

ψ ∪ (χ · A) =

 ∑
ρ∈Σ(1)

χ(uρ)
(

ψ ∪ i∗ρc
) a)

=

=

 ∑
ρ∈Σ(1)

χ(uρ)i∗ρ
(
ψ ∪ c

) = χ · (ψ ∪ c),

where iρ : S(ρ)→ Σ denotes the inclusion map. The general case follows by consider-
ing a suitable proper subdivision of Σ and using the projection formulas.
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3.4 Rational Equivalence

We denote by Π1 the weakly embedded cone complex associated to P1 equipped with
the usual toric structure. It is the unique complete fan in R, its maximal cones being
R≥0 and R≤0. We identify the extended cone complex Π1 with R∪ {∞,−∞}, where
the boundary points ∞ and −∞ of Π1 correspond to the boundary points 0 and ∞
of P1, respectively. The identity function on R defines a cp-divisor on Π1 which we
denote by ψΠ1 . Its associated cycle ψΠ1 · [Π1], where [Π1] is the 1-cycle on Π1 with
weight 1 on both of its cones, is [∞]− [−∞]. We use Π1 to define rational equivalence
on cone complexes in the same way as P1 is used to define rational equivalence on
algebraic varieties.

Definition 3.18. Let Σ be a weakly embedded cone complex, and let p : Σ×Π1 → Σ
and q : Σ×Π1 → Π1 be the projections onto the first and second coordinate. For k ∈
N we define Rk(Σ) as the subgroup of Zk(Σ) generated by the cycles p∗(q∗ψΠ1 · A),
where A ∈ Zk+1(S(σ× 0)) and σ ∈ Σ. We call two cycles in Zk(Σ) rationally equivalent
if their difference lies in Rk(Σ). The k-th (tropical) Chow group Ak(Σ) of Σ is defined
as the group of k-cycles modulo rational equivalence, that is Ak(Σ) = Zk(Σ)/Rk(Σ).
We refer to the graded group A∗(Σ) =

⊕
k∈N Ak(Σ) as the (total) Chow group of Σ.

Remark 3.19. Note that q∗(ψΠ1) · A is strictly speaking not defined if A is not contained
in Z∗(Σ×Π1) = Z∗(S(0× 0)). However, as q∗(ψΠ1) vanishes on σ × 0 for σ ∈ Σ,
there is a canonically defined pullback to S(σ × 0) which we can intersect with
cycles in Z∗(S(σ× 0)). Taking the canonical identification of S(σ× 0) with S(σ)×Π1,
this linear function is nothing but the pull-back of ψΠ1 via the projection onto Π1.
So if we define R∗(Σ) as the subgroup of Z∗(Σ) generated by p∗(q∗ψΠ1 · A) for
A ∈ Z∗(Σ × Π1), then R∗(Σ) is generated by the push-forwards of R∗(S(σ)) for
σ ∈ Σ. In particular, it follows immediately from the definition that the inclusions
i : S(σ) → Σ induce push-forwards i∗ : A∗(S(σ)) → A∗(Σ) on the level of Chow
groups.
Remark 3.20. Our definition of tropical rational equivalence is analogous to the
definition of rational equivalence in algebraic geometry given for example in [Ful98,
Section 1.6]: two cycles on an algebraic scheme X are rationally equivalent if and
only if they differ by a sum of elements of the form p∗([q−1{0} ∩V]− [q−1{∞} ∩V]),
where p is the projection from X×P1 onto X, and V is a subvariety of X×P1 mapped
dominantly to P1 by the projection q : X × P1 → P1. Rewriting [q−1{0} ∩ V] −
[q−1{∞} ∩ V] as q∗ div(x) · [V], where x denotes the identity on P1 \ {0, ∞} = Gm,
we see that we obtain the tropical definition from the algebraic one by replacing P1

by its associated cone complex and V by a cycle A ∈ Z∗(S(σ× 0)). That we do not
allow A to be in Z∗(S(σ× τ)) for τ 6= 0 corresponds to the dominance of V over P1.

Proposition 3.21. Let f : Σ→ ∆ be a morphism between weakly embedded extended cone
complexes. Then taking push-forwards passes to rational equivalence, that is f∗ induces a
graded morphism A∗(Σ)→ A∗(∆), which we again denote by f∗.

Proof. First assume that f is dominant. Let p, p′ be the projections to the first
coordinates of Σ×Π and ∆×Π, respectively, and similarly let q, q′ be the projections
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to the second coordinates. For A ∈ Z∗(SΣ×Π1(σ× 0)) we have

f∗p∗(q∗ψΠ1 · A) = p′∗( f × id)∗
((

( f × id)∗q′∗ψΠ1
)
· A
)
= p′∗

(
q′∗ψΠ1 ·

(
( f × id)∗A

))
,

which is in R∗(∆). We see R∗(Σ) is mapped to 0 by the composite Z∗(Σ)→ Z∗(∆)→
A∗(∆), which proves the assertion.

If f is not dominant, then f can be factored as a dominant morphism followed by an
inclusion S∆(δ)→ ∆ for some δ in ∆. For both of these morphisms the push-forward
respects rational equivalence, and hence it does the same for f .

Let Π0 denote the embedded cone complex associated to the trivial fan in the zero
lattice 0. It is the tropical analogue of the one point scheme P0 in the sense that it is
the associated cone complex of P0, as well as in the sense of being the terminal object
in the category of weakly embedded (extended) cone complexes. Note that Π0 = Π0.
Since all 1-cycles on Π0 ×Π1 = Π1 are of the form k · [Π1] for some k ∈ Z there is a
natural identification A∗(Π0) = Z∗(Π0) = Z.

Definition 3.22. Let Σ be a weakly embedded cone complex and f : Σ → Π0 the
unique morphism to Π0. We define the degree map deg : Z∗(Σ)→ Z as the composite
of f∗ and the identification Z∗(Π0) = Z. By Proposition 3.21 the degree map respects
rational equivalence, i.e. there is an induced morphism A∗(Σ)→ Z, which we again
denote by deg.

Proposition 3.23. Let Σ be a weakly embedded cone complex, let A ∈ Z∗(Σ), and let
ψ ∈ CP(Σ). Then

ψ ∪ A = ψ · A in A∗(Σ).

Proof. We may assume that A is purely k-dimensional, as both sides are linear in
A. We relate the intersection product and the cup product via the “full graph” of
ψ, which has been used in the embedded case e.g. in [Mik05, AR10]. Let Σ′ be a
proper subdivision of Σ such that A is represented by a Minkowski weight c on Σ′,
and ψ does not change sings on the cones of Σ′. Let Γψ : |Σ| → |Σ×Π1| be the graph
map of ψ. Then the full graph Γψ(A) of ψ on A is the tropical cycle in Σ×Π1 whose
underlying subdivision consists of the subcones Γψ(σ′) for σ′ ∈ Σ′(k), and

Γ+
≤ψ(τ) = {(x, t) | x ∈ τ, t ≤ Γψ(x)} ∩ (τ ×R≥0) and

Γ−≤ψ(τ) = {(x, t) | x ∈ τ, t ≤ Γψ(x)} ∩ (τ ×R≤0)

for τ ∈ Σ′(k−1). The weights of these cones are c(σ′) on Γψ(σ′) and (ψ ∪ c)(τ) on

Γ±≤ψ(τ). A slight modification of the argument given in [AR10, Construction 3.3]
shows that this is a well-defined cycle, i.e. satisfies the balancing condition.

Let p and q be the projections onto the first and second coordinate of Σ×Π1. We
claim that

p∗
(
q∗ψΠ1 · Γψ(A)

)
= ψ · A − ψ ∪ A.
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To verify this let us analyze how the cones of Γψ(A) contribute to the left hand
side of the equation using the computation of Remark 3.13. It is easily seen that
the cones of the form Γ+

≤ψ(τ) do not contribute at all. The cones Γ−≤ψ(τ) on the
other hand contribute to the S(0×R≤0)-component of q∗ψΠ1 · Γψ(A) with weight
−ψ ∪ c(τ) on the cone Γ−≤ψ(τ)/(0×R≤0). This cone is mapped injectively onto τ by
the isomorphism S(0×R≤0)→ Σ induced by p. Hence, the total contribution of the
cones considered so far is −ψ ∪ A.

Now let σ′ ∈ Σ′(k). Depending on whether ψ is non-negative or non-positive on σ′,
the cone Γψ(σ′) can have contributions only in components corresponding to cones
in |Σ| ×R≥0 or |Σ| ×R≤0. Without loss of generality assume ψ is non-negative on
σ′. For every τ ∈ Σ we have Γψ(σ′) ∩ (τ ×R≥0) = Γψ(σ′ ∩ τ). In particular, this
is one dimensional with relative interior contained in relint(τ ×R≥0) if and only if
ρ := σ′ ∩ τ is one dimensional, intersects the relative interior of τ, and ψ|ρ is nonzero.
In this case let δ ∈ Σ be a cone containing σ′, and denote by ψδ ∈ Mδ the linear
function defining ψ|δ. We have the equality

Γψδ
(Nσ′) + (Nτ ×Z) = (Nσ′ + Nτ)×Z

of sublattices of Nδ×R≥0 = Nδ × Z. Therefore, Γψ(σ′) has a contribution in the
S(τ × R≥0)-component of q∗ψΠ1 · Γψ(A) if and only σ′ has a contribution in the
S(τ)-component of ψ · A. To see that they even contribute with the same weight we
first notice the equality

index
(

NΓψ(σ
′) + Nτ×R≥0

)
= index

(
Γψδ

(Nσ′) + (Nτ ×Z)
)
= index

(
Nτ + Nσ′

)
of indices. Since the primitive generator uΓψ(ρ) of Γψ(σ′) ∩ (τ ×R≥0) is equal to the
image Γψ(uρ) of the primitive generator uρ of ρ, we also see that

q∗ψΠ1(uΓψ(ρ)) = q(uρ, ψ(uρ)) = ψ(uρ).

Finally, the weight of Γψ(A) on Γψ(σ′) is equal to that of A on σ′ by definition.
Hence, the contributions are equal. Combining this with the fact that (Γψ(σ′) +
τ × R≥0)/(τ × R≥0) is mapped injectively onto (σ′ + τ)/τ by the isomorphism
S(τ×R≥0)→ S(τ) induced by p, we conclude that the total contribution of the cones
of the form Γψ(σ′) for σ′ ∈ Σ′(k) to p∗

(
q∗ψΠ1 · Γψ(A)

)
is ψ · A, and with this we have

proven the desired equality.

Proposition 3.24. Let Σ be a weakly embedded cone complex. Then there is a well-defined
bilinear map

ClCP(Σ)× A∗(Σ)→ A∗(Σ), (ψ, [A]) 7→ [ψ ∪ A].

By abuse of notation we denote this paring by “·”.

Proof. We need to show that ψ ∪ A = 0 in A∗(Σ) for all ψ ∈ CP(Σ) and A ∈ R∗(Σ).
It suffices to show this for A = p∗(q∗ψΠ1 · B) for some B ∈ Z∗(Σ×Π1), where p and
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q denote the projections to the first and second coordinate. In this case we have

ψ ∪ A = p∗
(

p∗ψ ∪ (q∗ψΠ1 · A)
)
= p∗

(
q∗ψΠ1 · (p∗ψ ∪ A)

)
∈ R∗(Σ),

where the first equality uses the projection formula, and the second one uses Proposi-
tion 3.17.

Remark 3.25. Recall that the intersection product ψ · A of Construction 3.12 is only
defined when A is contained in the finite part of Σ. That the bilinear pairing of the
preceding proposition is its appropriate extension is justified by Proposition 3.23,
which states that modulo rational equivalence the cup-product and the “·”-product
are essentially the same.

Definition 3.26. Let Σ be a weakly embedded cone complex, let ψ1, . . . , ψk ∈ ClCP(Σ),
and let A ∈ A∗(Σ). Then we define the cycle class

ψ1 · · ·ψk · A =
k

∏
i=1

ψi · A

inductively by ∏k
i=1 ψi · A = ψ1 ·

(
∏k

i=2 ψi · A
)

, where the base case is the pairing of
Proposition 3.24.

4 Tropicalization

In this section we will tropicalize cocycles and cycles on toroidal embeddings. As
already mentioned in Remark 3.3, cocycles will define Minkowski weights, whereas
cycles will define tropical cycles on the associated weakly embedded extended cone
complex. Afterwards, we will show that tropicalization respects intersection theoreti-
cal constructions like push-forwards, intersections with Cartier divisors supported on
the boundary, and rational equivalence. For the rest of this paper we assume that all
algebraic varieties are defined over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0.

4.1 The associated Minkowski Weight of a Cocycle

In the well-known paper [FS97], cocycles on complete toric varieties are described by
Minkowski weights on the associated fans by recording the degrees of the intersections
with the boundary strata. The same method yields Minkowski weights associated to
cocycles on complete toroidal embeddings:

Proposition 4.1. Let X be a complete n-dimensional toroidal embedding, and let c ∈ Ak(X)
be a cocycle. Then the (n− k)-dimensional weight

ω : Σ(X)(n−k) → Z, σ 7→ deg(c ∩ [V(σ)])

satisfies the balancing condition.
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Proof. Let τ be an (n− k − 1)-dimensional cone of Σ(X), and let σ1, . . . , σn be the
(n− k)-dimensional cones containing it. To prove that the balancing condition is
fulfilled at τ, it suffices to show that

n

∑
i=1

ω(σi)〈 f , uσi/τ〉 = 〈 f ,
n

∑
i=1

ω(σi)uσi/τ〉 = 0

for every f ∈ (NX/NX
τ )∗ = (NX

τ )⊥. A rational function f ∈ MX is contained in
(NX

τ )⊥ if and only if it is an invertible regular function on X(τ). Therefore, for every
f ∈ (NX

τ )⊥ we have div( f )|X(σi)
∈ Mσi ∩ τ⊥. The lattice Mσi ∩ τ⊥ is the group of

integral linear functions of the ray σi/τ, and uσi/τ is by definition the image of the
primitive generator of σi/τ in NX/NX

τ . It follows that 〈 f , uσi/τ〉 is the pairing of
div( f )|X(σi)

with the primitive generator of σi/τ. By Lemma 2.3 this is equal to the

paring of div( f )|V(τ)∩X(σi)
with the primitive generator of the ray σ

O(σi)
V(τ)

, which in
turn is equal to the multiplicity of div( f )|V(τ) at V(σi). Using this we obtain

n

∑
i=1

ω(σi)〈 f , uσi/τ〉 =
n

∑
i=1

deg
(
c ∩ [V(σi)]

)
〈 f , uσi/τ〉 =

= deg

(
c ∩

n

∑
i=1
〈 f , uσi/τ〉[V(σi)]

)
= deg

(
c ∩
[

div( f )|V(σi)

])
= 0,

which finishes the proof.

Definition 4.2. Let X be a complete n-dimensional toroidal embedding with weakly
embedded cone complex Σ. We define the tropicalization map

TropX : Ak(X)→ Mn−k(Σ),

by sending a cocycle on X to the weight defined as in the preceding proposition.
This is clearly a morphism of abelian groups. For a cone σ ∈ Σ, and a cocycle
c ∈ Ak(V(σ)), we define TropX(c) ∈ Mn−dim(σ)−k(SΣ(σ)) as the pushforward to
M∗(SΣ(σ)) of the Minkowski weight TropV(σ)(c) ∈ M∗(Σ(V(σ))). We will just write
Trop(c) when no confusion arises.

Proposition 4.3. Let X be a complete toroidal embedding with weakly embedded cone complex
Σ, and let τ ∈ Σ. Furthermore, let c ∈ A∗(X) be a cocycle on X, and let i : V(τ)→ X and
j : S(τ)→ Σ be the inclusion maps. Then we have the equality

TropX(i
∗c) = j∗ TropX(c)

of Minkowski weights on S(τ).

Proof. By Lemma 2.3 we have O(σ/τ) = O(σ), hence V(σ/τ) = V(σ). The projection
formula implies that the weight of Trop(i∗c) at σ/τ is equal to the weight of Trop(c)
at σ, which is equal to the weight of j∗ Trop(c) at σ/τ by Construction 3.5.
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Remark 4.4. If the canonical morphism Σ(V(τ))→ S(τ) is an isomorphism of weakly
embedded cone complexes, the statement of Proposition 4.3 reads

Trop(i∗c) = Trop(i)∗ Trop(c).

However, in general there may be more invertible regular functions on O(τ) than
obtained as restrictions of rational functions in (NX

τ )⊥ ⊆ MX. In this case, the
pullback of a Minkowski weight on Σ to S(τ) may not be a Minkowski weight on
Σ(V(τ)). In other words, the pullback Trop(i)∗ : M∗(Σ(X))→ M∗(Σ(V(τ))) may be
ill-defined. An example where this happens is when X is equal to the blowup of P2

in the singular point of a plane nodal cubic C, and its boundary is the union of the
exceptional divisor E and the strict transform C̃. The cone complex of X consists
of two rays ρC̃ and ρE, corresponding to the two boundary divisors, which span
two distinct strictly simplicial cones, one for each point in E ∩ C̃. The lattice NX

is trivial, so that any two integers on the 2-dimensional cones define a Minkowski
weight in M2(Σ(X)). However, the pullback of such a weight to SΣ(X)(ρE) defines a
Minkowski weight in M1(V(ρE)) only if the weights on its cones are equal. This is
because the toroidal embedding O(ρE) ⊆ V(ρE) = E is isomorphic to P1 with two
points in the boundary, the weakly embedded cone complex of which consists of two
rays embedded into R.

4.2 Tropicalizations of Cycles on Toroidal Embeddings

Let X be a toroidal embedding with weakly embedded cone complex Σ. In [Uli13]
Martin Ulirsch constructs a map tropan

X : Xi → Σ as a special case of his tropicaliza-
tion procedure for fine and saturated logarithmic schemes. We recall that, since X is
separated, Xi is the analytic domain of the Berkovich analytification Xan [Ber90] con-
sisting of all points which can be represented by an R-integral point for some rank one
valuation ring R extending k. The notation is due to Thuillier [Thu07]. The map tropan

X
restricts to a map Xan

0 ∩Xi → Σ generalizing the "ord"-map X0
(
k
(
(t)
))
∩X

(
k[[t]]

)
→ Σ

from [KKMSD73]. Ulirsch’s tropicalization map is also compatible with Thuillier’s
retraction map pX : Xi → Xi [Thu07] in the sense that the retraction factors through
tropan

X . The tropicalization map allows to define the set-theoretic tropicalization of
a subvariety Z of X0 as the subset tropX(Z) := tropan

X (Zan ∩ Xi) of Σ. This set has
been studied in greater detail in [Uli15], where several parallels to tropicalizations
of subvarieties of tori are exposed: first of all, tropX(Z) can be given the structure
of an at most dim(Z)-dimensional cone complex whose position in Σ reflects the
position of Z in X. Namely, there is a toroidal version of Tevelev’s Lemma [Tev07,
Lemma 2.2] stating that tropX(Z) intersects the relative interior of a cone σ ∈ Σ if
and only if Z intersects O(σ). Furthermore, if tropX(Z) is a union of cones of Σ, then
Z intersects all strata properly. When X is complete, we use this to give tropX(Z) the
structure of a tropical cycle in a similar way as done in [ST08] in the toric case. First,
we choose a simplicial proper subdivision Σ′ of Σ such that tropX(Z) is a union of its
cones. Since char k = 0 by assumption and Σ′ is simplicial, the toroidal modification
X′ = X′ ×Σ Σ′ is the coarse moduli space of a smooth Deligne-Mumford stack [Iwa09,
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Thm. 3.3] and thus has an intersection product on its Chow group A∗(X)Q with
rational coefficients [Vis89].

Definition 4.5. Let d = dim(Z) and σ ∈ Σ′(d). We define the multiplicity multZ(σ) of

the cone σ by deg([Z′] · [V(σ)]), where Z′ denotes the closure of Z in X′.

Remark 4.6. The multiplicity multZ(σ) is independent of the rest of the cone complex
Σ′. This is because Z′ intersects all strata properly so that [Z′] · [V(σ)] is a well-defined
0-cycle supported on Z′ ∩O(σ) and only depending on X′(σ).

Proposition 4.7. let ∆ be a simplicial proper subdivision of Σ′, and let δ ∈ ∆(d) be a
d-dimensional cone contained in σ ∈ Σ′(d). Then multZ(δ) = multZ(σ). In particular, we
have multZ(σ) ∈ Z for all σ ∈ Σ′. Furthermore, the weight

Σ′(d) → Z, σ 7→ multZ(σ)

is balanced and the tropical cycle associated to it is independent of the choice of Σ′.

Proof. To ease the notation, we replace X and X′ by X×Σ Σ′ and X×Σ ∆, respectively,
and denote the closures of Z in X and X′ by Z and Z′. Furthermore, we denote
the toroidal modification induced by the subdivision ∆ → Σ′ by f : X′ → X. Since
X is an Alexander scheme in the sense of [Vis89], there is a pullback morphism
f ∗ : A∗(X)Q → A∗(X′)Q. The pullback f ∗[Z] is represented by a cycle [X′] · f [Z] ∈
Ad( f−1Z)Q. Since Z intersects all strata properly, and f locally looks like a toric
morphism, the preimage f−1Z is d-dimensional and Z′ is its only d-dimensional
component. Hence, f ∗[Z] is a multiple of [Z′]. By the projection formula we have

f∗ f ∗[Z] = f∗( f ∗[Z] · [X′]) = [Z] · [X] = [Z],

showing that we, in fact, have f ∗[Z] = [Z′]. Again using the projection formula we
obtain

multZ(δ) = deg([Z′] · [V(δ)]) = deg( f∗( f ∗[Z] · [V(δ)])) =

= deg([Z] · f∗[V(δ)]) = deg([Z] · [V(σ)]) = multZ(σ).

Since every complex has a strictly simplicial proper subdivision, we can choose ∆ to
be strictly simplicial. In this case, the multiplicity multZ(δ) is defined by the ordinary
intersection product on A∗(X′), and hence we have multZ(σ) = multZ(δ) ∈ Z.
Similarly, to prove the balancing condition for the weight Σ(d) 3 σ 7→ multZ(σ) ∈ Z
it suffices to show that the induced weight on a strictly simplicial proper subdivision
∆ is balanced. By what we just saw, this weight is equal to ∆(d) 3 δ 7→ multZ(δ) ∈ Z.

But this is nothing but the tropicalization of the cocycle corresponding to [Z′] by
Poincaré duality, which is balanced by Proposition 4.1. That the tropical cycle it
defines is independent of all choices follows immediately from the fact that any two
subdivisions have a common refinement.
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The previous result allows us to assign a tropical cycle to the subvariety Z of X0.
Its support will be contained in the set-theoretic tropicalization of Z.

Definition 4.8. Let X be a complete toroidal embedding with weakly embedded cone
complex Σ, and let Z ⊆ X0 be a d-dimensional subvariety. We define the tropicalization
TropX(Z) ∈ Zd(Σ) as the tropical cycle represented by the tropicalization of the
cocycle corresponding to the closure Z′ of Z in a smooth toroidal modification X′ of
X in which Z′ intersects all strata properly. This is well-defined by Proposition 4.7.
Extending by linearity, we obtain a tropicalization morphism

TropX : Z∗(X) =
⊕
σ∈Σ

Z∗(O(σ))

⊕
σ∈Σ TropV(σ)−−−−−−−−→

⊕
σ∈Σ

Z∗(S(σ)) = Z∗(Σ).

Remark 4.9. Strictly speaking the "σ-th" coordinate of TropX is not TropV(σ), but the

composite Z∗(O(σ))
TropV(σ)−−−−→ Z∗(Σ(V(σ)))→ Z∗(S(σ)), where the second map is the

push-forward induced by the identification of cone complexes of Lemma 2.3.

4.3 The Sturmfels-Tevelev Multiplicity Formula

We now give a proof of the Sturmfels-Tevelev multiplicity formula [ST08, Theorem
1.1] in the toroidal setting. It has its origin in tropical implicitization and states that
push-forward commutes with tropicalization. A version for the embedded case over
fields with non-trivial valuation has been proven in [BPR15], [OP13], and [Gub13].

Theorem 4.10. Let f : X → Y be a toroidal morphism of complete toroidal embeddings, and
let α ∈ Z∗(X). Then

Trop( f )∗ TropX(α) = TropY( f∗α).

Proof. Let Σ and ∆ denote the weakly embedded cone complexes of X and Y, re-
spectively. Since both sides of the equation are linear in α, we may assume that
α = [Z], where Z is a closed subvariety of O(σ) for some σ ∈ Σ, say of dimension
dim(Z) = d. The toroidal morphism V(σ) → X → Y factors through a dominant
toroidal morphism V(σ) → V(δ) for some δ ∈ ∆, and since tropicalization and
push-forward commute for closed immersions of closures of strata by definition, this
allows us to reduce to the case where f is dominant and O(σ) = X0.

Assume that the dimension of f (Z) is strictly smaller than that of Z. Since
Trop( f )(tropX(Z)) is equal to tropY( f (Z)) (this follows from the surjectivity of
Zan → f (Z)an [Ber90, Prop. 3.4.6] and the functoriality of tropan [Uli13, Prop. 6.2]),
this implies that Trop( f ) is not injective on any facet of TropX(Z), hence

Trop( f )∗ TropX([Z]) = 0 = TropY(0) = TropY( f∗[Z]).

Now assume that dim( f (Z)) = dim(Z) = d. We subdivide Σ and ∆ as follows. First,
we take a proper subdivision Σ′ of Σ such that tropX(Z) is a union of cones of Σ′.
Then we take a strictly simplicial proper subdivision ∆′ of ∆ such that the images of
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cones in Σ′ are unions of cones of ∆′. Pulling back the cones of ∆′, we obtain a proper
subdivision Σ′′ of Σ′ whose cones map to cones in ∆′. By successively subdividing
along rays (cf. [AK00, Remark 4.5]), we can achieve a proper subdivision of Σ′′ whose
cones are simplicial and mapped to cones of ∆ by Trop( f ). After renaming, we see
that there are proper subdivisions Σ′ and ∆′ of Σ and ∆, respectively, such that Σ′ is
simplicial, ∆′ is strictly simplicial, Trop( f ) maps cones of Σ′ onto cones of ∆′, and
tropX(Z) is a union of cones in Σ′.

Let X′ = X ×Σ Σ′ and Y′ = Y ×∆ ∆′ the corresponding toroidal modifications.
Then the induced toroidal morphism f ′ : X′ → Y′ is flat by [AK00, Remark 4.6]. As
tropY( f (Z)) is the image of tropX(Z), it is a union of cones of ∆′. By construction
of the tropicalization, the weight of TropY( f∗[Z]) at a d-dimensional cone δ ∈ ∆′ is
equal to

[K(Z) : K( f (Z))]deg([ f ′(Z)] · [V(δ)]) = deg( f ′∗[Z
′
] · [V(δ)]) = deg([Z′] · f ′∗[V(δ)]),

where the second equality uses the projection formula. The irreducible components of
f ′−1 V(δ) are of the form V(σ), where σ is minimal among the cones of Σ′ mapping
onto δ. All of these cones σ are d-dimensional, and the multiplicity with which V(σ)
occurs in f ′−1 V(δ) is [Nδ : Trop( f )(Nσ)] as we see by comparing with the toric case
using local toric charts. Combining this, we obtain

deg([Z′] · f ′∗[V(δ)]) = ∑
σ 7→δ

[Nδ : Trop( f )(Nσ)]deg([Z′] · [V(σ)]),

where the sum runs over all d-dimensional cones of Σ′ mapping onto δ. Since
deg([Z′] · [V(σ)]) is the weight of TropX(Z) at σ, the right hand side of this equation
is precisely the multiplicity of Trop( f )∗ TropX(Z) at δ.

4.4 Tropicalization and Intersections with Boundary Divisors

Let X be a toroidal embedding with weakly embedded cone complex Σ. By definition
of Σ, the restriction of a Cartier divisor D on X which is supported away from X0 to
a combinatorial open subset X(σ) for some σ ∈ Σ is determined by an integral linear
function on σ. Since the cones of Σ and the combinatorial open subsets of X are glued
accordingly, D defines a continuous function ψ : |Σ| → R which is integral linear on
all cones of Σ. Conversely, all such functions define a Cartier divisor on X which is
supported away from X0. When X is not toric, the Picard groups of its combinatorial
opens need not be trivial. Hence, the restriction D|X(σ) is not necessarily of the
form div( f )|X(σ) for some f ∈ K(X). But if it is, the rational function f must be
regular and invertible on X0, and by definition of the weak embedding we then have
ψ|σ = f ◦ ϕX . We see that D is principal on the combinatorial opens of X if and only
if ψ is combinatorially principal. By the same argument we see that another such
divisor D′ with corresponding tropical cp-divisor ψ′ is linearly equivalent to D if and
only if ψ and ψ′ are linearly equivalent tropical cp-divisors on Σ.

Definition 4.11. Let X be a toroidal embedding with weakly embedded cone complex
Σ. We write DivX0(X) for the subgroup of Div(X) consisting of Cartier divisors which
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are supported on X \ X0. We denote the tropical Cartier divisor on Σ corresponding
to D ∈ DivX0(X) by TropX(D). If D is principal on all combinatorial opens, or
equivalently, if TropX(D) ∈ CP(Σ), we say that D is combinatorially principal (cp).
We write CP(X) for the group of cp-divisors on X. Furthermore, we write ClCP(X)
for the image of CP(X) in Pic(X), and for L ∈ ClCP(X) we write TropX(L) for its
corresponding tropical divisor class in ClCP(Σ). If no confusion arises, we usually
omit the reference to X.

Lemma 4.12. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of toroidal embeddings, and let L ∈ ClCP(Y).
Then f ∗L ∈ ClCP(X), and

TropX( f ∗L) = Trop( f )∗(TropY(L)).

Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma for dominant toroidal morphisms and closed
immersions of closures of strata. The dominant case follows immediately from the
definition of Trop( f ). So we may assume that X = V(δ) for some δ ∈ ∆ = Σ(Y), and
f : V(δ) → Y is the inclusion. Let D ∈ CP(Y) be a representative for L and write
ψ = TropY(D). Since D is in CP(Y), there exists g ∈ M∆ such that ψ|δ = g ◦ ϕ∆|δ.
The tropicalization of the divisor D − div(g) is ψ − g ◦ ϕ∆. This vanishes on δ
by construction, which means that D − div(g) is supported away from O(δ). By
Lemma 2.3 the tropicalization of the restriction of D− div(g) to V(δ) is given by the
tropical divisor in Div(S(δ)) = Div(Σ(V(δ))) induced by ψ− g ◦ ϕ∆. This finishes
the proof because (D− div(g))|V(δ) represents f ∗L, and the divisor on S(δ) induced
by ψ− g ◦ ϕ∆ represents Trop( f )∗ψ by Construction 3.8.

Proposition 4.13. Let X be a complete toroidal embedding, let L ∈ ClCP(X), and let
c ∈ Ak(X). Then

Trop(c1(L) ∪ c) = Trop(L) ∪ Trop(c).

Proof. Let n = dim(X). Furthermore, let τ be a (n − k − 1)-dimensional cone of
Σ = Σ(X), and let ψ ∈ CP(Σ) and ψτ ∈ CP(Σ(V(τ))) be representatives for Trop(L)
and Trop(i)∗ Trop(L), respectively, where i : V(τ) → X is the inclusion map. By
Lemma 4.12 the tropicalization of i∗L is represented by ψτ , hence

∑
τ≺σ

ψτ(uσ/τ)[V(σ)] = [i∗L] = c1(L) ∩ [V(τ)] in An−k−1(X).

Therefore, the weight of Trop(c1(L) ∪ c) at τ is

deg((c1(L) ∪ c) ∩ [V(τ)]) = ∑
τ≺σ

ψτ(uσ/τ)deg(c ∩ [V(σ)]).

Since deg(c ∩ [V(σ)]) is the weight of Trop(c) at σ, this is equal to the weight of
ψ ∪ Trop(c) at τ by Construction 3.14.

Theorem 4.14. Let X be a complete toroidal embedding and let D ∈ DivX0(X). Then for
every subvariety Z ⊆ X0 we have

Trop(D · [Z]) = TropX(D) · Trop(Z).
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Proof. First note that D is supported on X \ X0 and hence D · [Z] is a well-defined
cycle. Let Σ′ be a strictly simplicial proper subdivision of Σ = Σ(X) such that trop(Z)
is a union of its cones, and let f : X′ := X×Σ Σ′ → X be the corresponding toroidal
modification. The algebraic projection formula and Theorem 4.10 imply that

TropX(D · [Z]) = TropX( f∗( f ∗D · [Z′])) = Trop( f )∗ TropX′( f ∗D · [Z′]),

whereas the tropical projection formula and Lemma 4.12 imply that

TropX(D) · TropX(Z) = TropX(D) · (Trop( f )∗ TropX′(Z)) =
= Trop( f )∗(TropX′( f ∗D) · TropX′(Z)).

This reduces to the case where X = X′ and we may assume that Σ is strictly simplicial
and Z intersects all boundary strata properly.

Denote Trop(D) by ψ, and let ρ ∈ Σ(1) be a ray of Σ. Since X is smooth, the
boundary divisor V(ρ) is Cartier. Let V(ρ) · [Z] = [V(ρ) ∩ Z] = ∑k

i=1 ai[Wi]. Because
Z intersects all strata of X properly, each Wi meets O(ρ). For the same reason every
Wi meets all strata of V(ρ) properly. It follows that TropX(Wi) is represented by the
Minkowski weight on S(ρ) whose weight on a cone σ/ρ is equal to deg([V(σ)] · [Wi]),
where the intersection product is taken in V(ρ). Denote by iρ the inclusion of V(ρ) into
X. Then V(ρ) · [Z] = i∗ρ [Z] in A∗(V(σ)), and hence the weight of TropX(V(ρ) · [Z])
at σ/ρ is equal to

k

∑
i=1

ai deg([V(σ)] · [Wi]) = deg([V(σ)] · i∗ρ [Z]) = deg([V(σ)] · [Z]),

where the first two intersection products are taken in V(σ), whereas the last one
is taken in X, and the last equality follows from the projection formula. Since
deg([V(σ)] · [Z]) is the weight of TropX(Z) at σ, this implies the equality

TropX(V(ρ) · [Z]) = j∗ρ TropX(Z),

where jρ : S(ρ) → Σ is the inclusion. Together with the fact that the divisor V(ρ)
occurs in D with multiplicity ψ(uρ), where uρ denotes the primitive generator of ρ,
we obtain

TropX(D · [Z]) = ∑
ρ∈Σ(1)

ψ(uρ)TropX(V(ρ) · [Z]) = ∑
ρ∈Σ(1)

ψ(uρ)j∗ρ TropX(Z),

which is equal to ψ · TropX(Z) by Construction 3.12.

4.5 Tropicalizing Cycle Classes

As already pointed out in Remark 3.20, rational equivalence for cycles on weakly
embedded extended cone complexes is defined very similarly as rational equivalence
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in algebraic geometry. In fact, now that we know that tropicalization respects push-
forwards and intersections with boundary divisors it is almost immediate that it
respects rational equivalence as well. The only thing sill missing is to relate the weakly
embedded cone complex Σ(X×Y) of the product of two toroidal embeddings X and
Y to the product Σ(X)× Σ(Y) of their weakly embedded cone complexes. First note
that by combining local toric charts for X and Y it is easy to see that X0 ×Y0 ⊆ X×Y
really is a toroidal embedding. With the same method we see that the cone complexes
Σ(X × Y) and Σ(X)× Σ(Y) are naturally isomorphic, the isomorphism being the
product Trop(p) × Trop(q) of the tropicalizations of the projections from X × Y.
That this even is an isomorphism of weakly embedded cone complexes, that is that
NX×Y → NX × NY is an isomorphism as well, follows from a result by Rosenlicht
which states that the canonical map

Γ(X0,O∗X)× Γ(Y0,O∗Y)→ Γ(X0 ×Y0,O∗X×Y)

is surjective [KKV89, Section 1].

Proposition 4.15. Let X be a complete toroidal embedding with weakly embedded cone
complex Σ. Then the tropicalization TropX : Z∗(X)→ Z∗(Σ) induces a morphism A∗(X)→
A∗(Σ) between the Chow groups, which we again denote by TropX .

Proof. By definition, the Chow group Ak(X) is equal to the quotient of Zk(X) by
the subgroup Rk(X) generated by cycles of the form p∗(q∗([0]− [∞]) · [W]), where
p and q are the first and second projection from the product X ×P1, and W is an
irreducible subvariety of X ×P1 mapping dominantly to P1. Considering P1 with
its standard toric structure, the projections are dominant toroidal morphisms. The
boundary divisor [0]− [∞] is given by the identity on the cone complex Π1 of P1

when considering its natural identification with R. This tropical divisor was denoted
by ψΠ1 in Subsection 3.4. It follows that the tropicalization of the Cartier divisor
q∗([0]− [∞]) is equal to Trop(q)∗(ψΠ1). Applying Theorems 4.10 and 4.14 we obtain
that

TropX(p∗(q∗([0]− [∞]) · [W])) = Trop(p)∗(Trop(q)∗ψΠ1 · TropX×P1(W)).

Noting that Trop(p) and Trop(q) are the projections from Σ(X×P1) = Σ×Π1, and
that the dominance of W → P1 implies Trop(W) ∈ Zk(SΣ(X×P1)(σ × 0)) for some
σ ∈ Σ, we see that we have an expression exactly as given for the generators of Rk(Σ)
in Definition 3.18. Thus, the tropicalization TropX maps Rk(X) to zero in Ak(Σ) and
the assertion follows.

Example 4.16. Consider the toroidal embedding X of Example 2.2 b), that is X = P2,
and the boundary is the union H1 ∪ H2, where Hi = V(xi). Its weakly embedded
cone complex Σ is shown in Figure 1. Let L1 = V(x1 + x2), and L2 = V(x1 + x2− x0).
The line L2 intersects all strata properly as it does not pass through the intersection
point P = (1 : 0 : 0) of H1 and H2. Because L2 intersects H1 and H2 transversally,
this implies that Trop(L2) is represented by the Minkowski weight on Σ having
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−1 −1

0 0

1R≥0e1 × 0 R≥0e2 × 0

Figure 2: The tropicalization TropX×P1(W) and its intersection with pr∗2 ψΠ1

weight 1 on both of its rays. In contrast, L1 passes through P. Its strict transform
in the blowup of X at P intersects the exceptional divisor, and the intersection is in
fact transversal, but none of the strict transforms of H1 or H2. The blowup at P is
the toroidal modification corresponding to the star subdivision of Σ. We see that
Trop(L2) is the tropical cycle given by a ray in the direction of e1 + e2 with multiplicity
1, where the ei are as in Example 2.2 b). By Proposition 4.15 the two tropical cycles
Trop(L1) and Trop(L2) are rationally equivalent. The proposition also tells us that
the tropicalization of the closure of the graph of (x1 + x2)/(x1 + x2 − x0) in X×P1

will give rise to the relation Trop(L1)− Trop(L2) = 0 in A∗(Σ). Taking coordinates
x = x1/x0 and y = x2/x0 on X, and a coordinate z on P1 \ {∞}, the graph W is
given by the equation W = V(xz + yz− z− x − y). Using these coordinates, it is
easy to compute the classical tropicalization of W when considered as subvariety of
P2 ×P1 with its standard toric structure. It is not hard to see that TropX×P1(W) can
be obtained from the classical tropicalization by intersecting with (R≥0)

2 ×R. Its
underlying set is depicted in Figure 2. The weights on its maximal faces are all 1.

Being able to tropicalize cycle classes we can formulate the compatibility statements
of sections 4.3 and 4.4 modulo rational equivalence. That the tropicalization of cycle
classes commutes with push-forwards follows immediately from Theorem 4.10. For
intersections with cp-divisors the compatibility is subject of the following result.

Proposition 4.17. Let X be a complete toroidal embedding, let L ∈ ClCP(X), and let
α ∈ A∗(X). Then we have

Trop(c1(L) ∩ α) = Trop(L) · Trop(α)

Proof. Both sides are linear in α, so we may assume that α = [Z] for some irreducible
subvariety Z of X. Let σ ∈ Σ(X) be the cone such that O(σ) contains the generic point
of Z, and denote by i : V(σ)→ X the inclusion map. Furthermore, let D ∈ CP(V(σ))
be a representative of i∗L. By Theorem 4.10 and the projection formula we have

TropX(c1(L) ∩ [Z]) = Trop(i)∗ TropV(σ) (c1(i∗L) ∩ [Z]) = Trop(i)∗ TropV(σ)(D · [Z])
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By Lemma 4.12 and Theorem 4.14 this is equal to

Trop(i)∗
((

Trop(i)∗ Trop(L)
)
· TropV(σ)

(
Z ∩O(σ)

))
Propositions which is equal to TropX(L) · TropX([Z]) by the tropical projection for-
mula (Proposition 3.16) and the definition of the tropicalization.

4.6 Comparison with Classical Tropicalization

Suppose we are given a complete toroidal embedding X, together with a closed
immersion ι : X0 → T into an algebraic torus T with lattice of 1-parameter subgroups
Λ and character lattice Λ∨. Then we have two different ways to tropicalize X0,
either by taking the tropicalization TropX(X0) = TropX [X] in Σ(X), or by taking the
classical tropicalization in ΛR. Every morphism ι : X0 → T induces a morphism

f : Λ∨ → MX , m 7→ ι]χm,

whose dualization gives rise to a weakly embedded cone complex Σι(X) with cone
complex Σ(X) and weak embedding ϕX,ι = f ∗R ◦ ϕX. We define the tropicalization
Tropι(X0) of X0 with respect to ι as the classical tropicalization of the cycle ι∗[X0] in
T. Its underlying set |Tropι(X0)| is the image of the composite map

Xan
0

ιan
−→ Tan tropan

T−−−→ ΛR,

where tropan
T takes coordinate-wise minus-log-absolute values. As the next lemma

shows, it is completely determined by Σι(X):

Lemma 4.18. Let X be a toroidal embedding, and let ι : X0 → T be a morphism into the
algebraic torus T. Then the diagram

Xan
0 ∩ Xi Σι(X)

Tan ΛR,

tropan
X

tropan
T

ιan ϕX,ι

is commutative. In particular, if X is complete we have |Tropι(X0)| = ϕX,ι(|Σι(X)|).

Proof. Let x ∈ Xan
0 ∩ Xi, and let σ ∈ Σι(X) be the cone such that the reduction r(x),

that is the image of the closed point of the spectrum of a rank-1 valuation ring R
under a representation Spec R → X of x, is contained in O(σ). By construction of
tropan

X (cf. [Thu07, p. 424], [Uli13, Def. 6.1]), the point tropan
X (x) is contained in σ

and its pairing with a divisor D ∈ Mσ is equal to − log | f (x)| for an equation f for
D around r(x). It follows that the pairing of ϕX,ι(tropan

X (x)) with m ∈ Λ∨ is equal
to − log |ι]χm(x)|. This is clearly equal to 〈m , tropan

T (ιan(x))〉. The “in particular”
statement follows, since for complete X we have Xi = Xan, and the tropicalization
map tropan

X is always surjective [Thu07, Prop. 3.11].
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Remark 4.19. The set-theoretic equality of the “in particular”-part of the previous
lemma is an instance of geometric tropicalization, that is a situation where one can
read off the tropicalization of a subvariety of an algebraic torus from the structure
of the boundary of a suitable compactification. It has already been pointed out in
[LQ11] how the methods for geometric tropicalization developed in [HKT09] can
be used to obtain the equality |Tropι(X0)| = ϕX,ι(|Σι(X)|) for a complete toroidal
embedding X.

The tropicalization |Tropι(X0)| is a union of cones and hence the underlying set
of arbitrarily fine embedded cone complexes, that is fans, in ΛR. Similarly as in
Construction 3.10 there exists such a fan ∆ and a proper subdivision Σ′ of Σι(X)
such that ϕX,ι induces a morphism Σ′ → ∆ of weakly embedded cone complexes.
Therefore, there is a push-forward morphism

Z∗(Σ(X))→ Z∗(Σι(X)) = Z∗(Σ′)→ Z∗(∆) = Z∗(Tropι(X0)),

where Z∗(Tropι(X0)) denotes the group of affine tropical cycles in Tropι(X0) [AR10,
Def. 2.15]. Again as in Construction 3.10 we see that this morphism is independent
of the choices of Σ′ and ∆, and we denote it by (ϕX,ι)∗.

Theorem 4.20. Let X be a complete toroidal embedding, and let ι : X → T be a morphism
into the algebraic torus T. Then for every subvariety Z of X0 we have

(ϕX,ι)∗ TropX(Z) = Tropι(Z), (4.1)

where Tropι(Z) denotes the classical tropicalization of the cycle ι∗[Z] in T.

Proof. Since both sides of the equality are invariant under toroidal modifications, we
may assume from the start that tropX(Z) is a union of cones of Σ(X). Let d = dim(Z).
It follows from Lemma 4.18 that both sides of (4.1) vanish if the dimension of ι(Z)
is strictly smaller than d. Hence we may assume that dim(ι(Z)) = d. Let ∆ be a
complete strictly simplicial fan in ΛR such that |Tropι(Z)|, as well as ϕX,ι(σ) for
every σ ∈ Σι(X), is a union of cones of ∆. Similarly as described in Construction
3.10 we obtain a simplicial proper subdivision Σ′ of Σι(X) such that images of cones
of Σ′ under ϕX,ι are cones in ∆. Namely, we can take suitable star-subdivisions of
cones of the form ϕ−1

X,ιδ ∩ σ for δ ∈ ∆ and σ ∈ Σι(X) along rays. Let X′ = X×Σ(X) Σ′,
and let Y denote the toric variety associated to ∆. Whenever δ ∈ ∆ and σ′ ∈ Σ′

such that ϕX,ι(σ
′) ⊆ δ, it follows form the definitions that div(ι]χm)|X′(σ′) ∈ Mσ′

+ for
every m ∈ δ∨ ∩Λ∨. In particular, ι]χm is regular on X′(σ′), showing that ι extends
to a morphism X′(σ′) → Uδ, where Uδ is the affine toric variety associated to Uδ.
These morphisms glue and give rise to an extension ι′ : X′ → Y of ι. If σ′ ∈ Σ′,
and δ ∈ ∆ is minimal among the cones of ∆ containing ϕX,ι(σ

′), then ι′(OX′(σ
′))

is contained in OY(δ). Therefore, the preimages of torus orbits in Y are unions of
strata of X. Let δ ∈ ∆(d). By [KP11, Lemma 2.3], the weight of Tropι(Z) at δ is

equal to deg([VY(δ)] · ι′∗[Z
′
]), where we denote by Z′ the closure of Z in X′. Writing

D1, . . . , Dd for the boundary divisors associated to the rays ρ1, . . . , ρd of δ, this can be
written as

deg(D1 · · ·Dd · ι′∗[Z
′
]) = deg(ι′∗D1 · · · ι′∗Dd · [Z

′
])
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by the projection formula. By the combinatorics of ι′, the support of ι′∗Di is the union
of all strata OX′(σ

′) associated to cones σ′ ∈ Σ′ containing a ray which is mapped
onto ρi. Hence, the intersection |ι′∗D1| ∩ . . . ∩ |ι′∗Dd| has pure codimension d with
components VX′(σ

′) corresponding to the d-dimensional cones of Σ′ mapping onto δ.
Let σ′ be such a cone. The restriction (ι′∗Di)|X′(σ′) is equal to [Nρ : ϕX,ι(Nρ′i )] ·VX′(ρ

′
i),

where ρ′i is the ray of σ′ mapping onto ρi. By comparing with a local toric model,
we see that VX′(ρ

′
1) · · ·VX′(ρ

′
d) = mult(σ′)−1[VX′(σ

′)] [CLS11, Lemma 12.5.2], where
the multiplicity mult(σ′) is the index of the sublattice of Nσ′ generated by the
primitive generators of the rays ρ′1, . . . , ρ′d of σ′. Thus, the multiplicity of [VX′(σ

′)] in
ι′∗D1 · · · ι′∗Dd is equal to

1
mult(σ′)

d

∏
i=1

[Nρ : ϕX,ι(Nρ′i )].

We easily convince ourselves that this is nothing but the index [Nδ : ϕX,ι(Nσ′)]. It
follows that the weight of Tropι(Z) at δ is equal to

∑
σ′ 7→δ

[Nδ : ϕX,ι(Nσ′)]deg([VX′(σ
′)] · [Z′]),

where the sum is taken over all d-dimensional cones σ′ ∈ Σ′ which are mapped onto
δ by ϕX,ι. Since deg([VX′(σ

′)] · [Z′]) is the weight of TropX(Z) at σ′ by definition, the
desired equality follows from the construction of the push-forward.

Corollary 4.21. Let X be a complete toroidal embedding, and let ι : X → T be a closed
immersion into the algebraic torus T. Then the weight of Tropι(X0) at a generic point w of
its support ϕX,ι|Σ(X)| is equal to

∑
σ

index (ϕX,ι(Nσ)) ,

where the sum is taken over all dim(X)-dimensional cones of Σ(X) whose image under ϕX,ι
contains w.

Remark 4.22. Corollary 4.21 can also be proven using Cueto’s multiplicity formula for
geometric tropicalization [Cue12, Thm. 2.5].

5 Applications

In this section we show how to apply our methods to obtain classical/tropical
correspondences for invariants on the moduli spaces of rational stable curves and
genus 0 logarithmic stable maps to toric varieties. We begin by showing that the
tropicalizations of ψ-classes on M0,n recover the tropical ψ-classes on the tropical
moduli space Mtrop

0,n . These have been defined in [Mik07] as tropical cycles, and in

[KM09] and [Rau08] as tropical Cartier divisors on Mtrop
0,n . We recall that the moduli
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space Mtrop
0,n of n-marked rational tropical curves consists of all (isomorphism classes

of) metric trees with exactly n unbounded edges with markings in [n] := {1, . . . , n}
(cf. [GKM09]). To make it accessible to the intersection-theoretic methods of [AR10] it
is usually considered as a tropical variety embedded in R(n

2)/Φ(Rn). Here, Φ is the
morphism sending the i-th unit vector ei ∈ Rn to ∑j 6=i e{i,j}, where we identify the

coordinates of R(n
2) with two-element subsets of [n]. Up to a factor, the embedding

usually used is given by

Mtrop
0,n → R(n

2)/Φ(Rn), Γ 7→ −∑
i, j

distij(Γ)
2

e{i,j},

where distij(Γ) denotes the distance of the vertices of the two unbounded edges of
Γ marked by i and j. We refer to [Gro14, Section 3.1] for a justification of the factor
−1/2. The image under this embedding has a canonical fan structure whose cones
are the closures of the images of all tropical curves of fixed combinatorial type [SS04,
Thm. 4.2]. From now on Mtrop

0,n will denote this fan. The dimension of a cone in

Mtrop
0,n is equal to the number of bounded edges in the corresponding combinatorial

type. In particular, its rays correspond to the combinatorial types with exactly one
unbounded edge. These are determined by the markings on one of its vertices. For
I ⊆ [n] with 2 ≤ |I| ≤ n we denote by vI = vIc the primitive generator of the ray of
Mtrop

0,n corresponding to I. It is equal to the image in R(n
2)/Φ(Rn) of the tropical curve

of the corresponding combinatorial type whose bounded edge has length one, that is

vI = −
1
2 ∑

i∈I, j/∈I
e{i,j}.

The algebraic moduli space M0,n parametrizes rational stable curves, that is trees
of P1’s with n pairwise different non-singular marked points. The irreducible curves
form an open subset M0,n ⊆ M0,n, and since the boundary has simple normal
crossings, this defines a toroidal embedding [Thu07, Prop. 4.7]. The strata, and hence
the cones in Σ(M0,n), are in natural bijection with the cones in Mtrop

0,n : for two curves
in M0,n the dual graph construction, which replaces the components of a stable curve
by nodes, their intersection points by edges, and marked points by unbounded edges
with the respective marks, yields the same combinatorial type of tropical curves if
and only if they belong to the same stratum. The bijection between the cones of
Σ(X) and those of Mtrop

0,n even preserves dimension. In particular, every boundary
divisor of M0,n is equal to the divisor DI corresponding to some subset I ⊆ [n] with
2 ≤ |I| ≤ n.

To further strengthen the connection between Σ(M0,n) and Mtrop
0,n we consider the

embedding

ι : M0,n → G
(n

2)
m /Gn

m

given by the composite of the Gelfand-MacPherson correspondence G0(2, n)/Gn
m
∼=

M0,n, where G0(2, n) is the open subset of the Grassmannian with non-vanishing
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Plücker coordinates and Gn
m acts on it by dilating the coordinates, with the Plücker

embedding G0(2, n)/Gn
m → G

(n
2)

m /Gn
m (moduloGn

m). The weak embedding of Σι(M0,n)

maps |Σ(M0,n)| into R(n
2)/Φ(Rn). Its image can be computed explicitly. It follows

from [MS15, Prop. 6.5.14] that the image of the primitive generator of the ray corre-
sponding to n /∈ I ⊆ [n] is equal to

∑
{i,j}⊆I

e{i,j} = ∑
{i,j}⊆I

e{i,j} −
1
2

Φ
(

∑
i∈I

ei

)
= vI

This shows that ϕM0,n ,ι maps the rays of Σι(M0,n) isomorphically onto those of Mtrop
0,n

in accordance with the bijection of cones from above. Since both cone complexes
are strictly simplicial, and the rays corresponding to subsets I1, . . . , Ik of [n] span a
cone in Σι(M0,n) if and only if they do so in Mtrop

0,n , it follows that ϕMtrop
0,n ,ι induces an

isomorphism Σι(M0,n) ∼= Mtrop
0,n of weakly embedded cone complexes. Note that by

identifying M0,n with the complement of the union of the hyperplanes {xi = xj} in
Gn−3

m it is easy to see that we also have Σ(M0,n) ∼= Σι(M0,n).
In addition to the boundary divisors, there are n more natural cohomology classes

in A1(M0,n): the ψ-classes. The k-th ψ-class ψk is defined as the first Chern class of
the k-th cotangent line bundle on M0,n. We refer to [Koc] for details. Mimicking this
definition, Mikhalkin has defined tropical ψ-classes on Mtrop

0,n as tropical cycles of
codimension 1 [Mik07]. They have been described by Kerber and Markwig [KM09] as
tropical Q-Cartier divisors in our sense. More precisely, they showed that Mikhalkin’s
k-th ψ-class is the associated cycle of the tropical Cartier divisor ψ

trop
k which they

defined to be the unique divisor satisfying

ψ
trop
k (vI) =

|I|(|I| − 1)
(n− 1)(n− 2)

for all I ⊆ [n] with 2 ≤ |I| ≤ n − 2 and k /∈ I. They also computed the top-
dimensional intersections of these tropical ψ-classes explicitly and obtained that they
equal their classical counterparts. A more conceptual proof of these equalities has
been given by Katz [Kat12] by considering M0,n with its embedding into the toric
variety Y(Mtrop

0,n ) associated to the fan Mtrop
0,n and using the tropical description of the

Chow cohomology ring of toric varieties. The following proposition strengthens this
correspondence by showing that the tropical ψ-classes are in fact the tropicalizations
of the classical ones. As a consequence we will also obtain a correspondence for
intersections of ψ-classes of lower codimension. For the statement to make sense we
consider the classical ψ-classes as elements in Pic(M0,n) = A1(M0,n) and the tropical
ones as classes in ClCP(Mtrop

0,n ) = ClCP(Σ(M0,n)).

Proposition 5.1. For every 1 ≤ k ≤ n we have ψk ∈ ClCP(M0,n) and

TropM0,n
(ψk) = ψ

trop
k .
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In particular, for arbitrary natural numbers a1, . . . , an we have

TropM0,n

(
n

∏
k=1

ψ
ak
k · [M0,n]

)
=

n

∏
k=1

(ψ
trop
k )ak · [Mtrop

0,n ] in A∗(Mtrop
0,n ),

where [Mtrop
0,n ] = TropM0,n

([M0,n]) is the tropical cycle on Mtrop
0,n with weight 1 on all

maximal cones, and the tropical intersection product is that of Definition 3.26.

Proof. For the first part of the statement we may assume k = 1, the other cases follow
by symmetry. By [Koc, 1.5.2] the ψ-class ψ1 is a sum of boundary divisors, namely

ψ1 = ∑
1∈I; 2,3∈J

DI in Pic(M0,n),

where the sum runs over subsets I ⊆ [n] with 2 ≤ |I| ≤ n− 2 which satisfy the given
condition. Hence we have ψ1 ∈ ClCP(M0,n), and its tropicalization is represented by

∑
1∈I; 2,3∈J

ϕI ,

where ϕI is the Cartier divisor on Mtrop
0,n which has value 1 at vI and 0 at vJ for all

I 6= J 6= Ic. By [Rau08, Lemma 2.24] this is equal to ψ
trop
1 in ClCP(Mtrop

0,n ). The last
part of the statement is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.17.

In [MR09], Markwig and Rau defined genus 0 tropical descendant Gromov-Witten
invariants of Rr by substituting tropical for algebraic objects in the classical definition
of genus 0 descendant Gromov-Witten invariants of toric varieties. In this definition,
the tropical moduli space chosen to replace the moduli space of rational stable maps
is the moduli space of labeled parametrized tropical curves in Rr, which has been
introduced in [GKM09]. Tropical and classical invariants are known to be equal in
special cases, but different in general. This reflects the fact that the moduli spaces
of labeled parametrized tropical curves are related, yet not completely analogous
to the moduli spaces of stable maps. To make this more precise, let us recall their
definition. Let n and m be positive natural numbers and ∆ an m-tuple of vectors
in Zr summing to 0. Then the moduli space Mlab

0,n(R
r, ∆) consists of (isomorphism

classes of) (n + m)-marked tropical rational curves together with continuous maps
into Rr which have rational slopes on the edges, satisfy the balancing condition,
contract the first n marked unbounded edges, and have slope ∆k on the k-th of the
remaining m unbounded edges (cf. [GKM09] for details). The crucial difference to
the moduli spaces of stable maps are the last m markings. Their algebraic meaning is
the expected number of points on an algebraic curve of specified degree mapping to
the toric boundary.

Let Σ be a complete fan in Rr such that the elements of ∆ are contained in the
rays of Σ, and let Y be its associated toric variety. Denote by LSM◦(Y, ∆) (where
LSM stands for rational stable maps) the set of (isomorphism classes of) maps from
an (n + m)-marked P1 to Y such that the points mapping to the boundary of Y are
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precisely the last m marked points. Moreover, we require that the k-th of these m
points is mapped to O(R≥0∆k), and the multiplicity with which it intersects the
boundary is the index of Z∆k in its saturation. As explained in detail in [Gro14,
Section 5.2] every element in LSM◦(Y, ∆) is uniquely determined by its underlying
marked curve together with the image of the first marked point. Hence, we can
identify LSM◦(Y, ∆) with M0,n+m ×Gr

m (cf. [Ran15, Prop. 3.3.3]). There is a modular
compactification LSM(Y, ∆) of LSM◦(Y, ∆), whose points correspond to genus 0
logarithmic stable maps to Y. We refer to [Che14, AC14, GS13] for details. The
embedding LSM◦(Y, ∆)→ LSM(Y, ∆) is toroidal. In fact, if µ : LSM(Y, ∆)→ M0,n+m
denotes the morphism which forgets the map, and evi : LSM(Y, ∆)→ Y denotes the
evaluation map at the i-th point, then µ× ev1 is a toroidal modification by [Ran15,
Thm. 4.2.4]. Hence, the weakly embedded cone complex Σ(LSM(Y, ∆)) is a proper
subdivision of Mtrop

0,n+m × ∆. Since rational labeled parametrized tropical curves are
also determined by their underlying marked (tropical) curve and the image of the
first marked point [GKM09, Prop. 4.7], the tropical moduli space Mlab

0,n(R
r, ∆) can be

identified with |Σ(LSM(Y, ∆))|. For this reason we will use Mlab
0,n(R

r, ∆) to denote
Σ(LSM(Y, ∆)). For a description of its cones we refer to [Ran15].

By construction, the tropicalization Trop(µ) of the forgetful map is equal to the
tropical forgetful map µtrop : Mlab

0,n(R
r, ∆) → Mtrop

0,n+m. Similarly, the tropicalization

Trop(evi) of the i-th evaluation map is equal to the i-th tropical evaluation map evtrop
i

by [Ran15, Prop. 5.0.2]. In accordance with [MR09] we define the k-th ψ-class ψ̂k

(resp. ψ̂
trop
k ) on LSM(Y, ∆) (resp. Mlab

0,n(R
r, ∆)) as the pullback via µ (resp. µtrop) of

the k-th ψ-class ψk (resp. ψ
trop
k ) on M0,n+m (resp. Mtrop

0,n+m). As a direct consequence of
our previous results we obtain the following correspondence theorem.
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Corollary 5.2. Let a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . bn be natural numbers, and for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤
bi let Dij ∈ Pic(Y) = ClCP(Y). Then we have the equality

TropLSM(Y,∆)

(
n

∏
i=1

ψ̂
ai
i

bi

∏
j=1

ev∗i (Dij) · [LSM(Y, ∆)]

)
=

=
n

∏
i=1

(ψ̂
trop
i )ai

bi

∏
j=1

(evtrop
i )∗(TropY(Dij)) · [M

lab
0,n(R

r, ∆)]

of cycle classes in A∗(Mlab
0,n(R

r, ∆)), where [Mlab
0,n(R

r, ∆)] = TropLSM(Y,∆)([LSM(Y, ∆)]
)

is the cycle on Mlab
0,n(R

r, ∆) with weight 1 on all maximal cones.

Remark 5.3. In case we take top-dimensional intersections with Y = Pr, the tropical
degree ∆ containing each of the vectors e1, . . . , er,−∑ ei exactly d times, and all
the Dij equal to classes of lines, we obtain the tropical descendant Gromov-Witten
invariants of [MR09] and [Rau08] up to factor (d!)r+1. In particular, slight variations
of the recursion formulas of [MR09, Rau08, Gau15] also hold for the corresponding
algebraic invariants.
Remark 5.4. We defined the ψ-classes ψ̂k on LSM(Y, ∆) to be the analogues of the
tropical ψ-classes on Mlab

0,n(R
r, ∆) of [MR09], that is as pullbacks of ψ-classes on

M0,n+m. I would be interested to know how they are related to the classes on
LSM(Y, ∆) obtained by taking Chern classes of cotangent line bundles.
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